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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Language is important because it is as a media to communicate with
other people. It is also used to express feeling and ideas. Henry Sweet, an
English phonetician and language scholar, in Britannica states “Language is
the expression of ideas by means of speech-sounds combined into words.
Words are combined into sentences, this combination answering to that of
ideas into thoughts.” In addition, the U.S. linguists, Bloch and Trager,
formulated “A language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols by means of
which a social group cooperates.” By using language, people can keep in
contact each other in their society.
Most people in many parts of the world use English for
communicating. They can interact by using this language though they are in
the different country and have different mother tongue. They can also share
about information or knowledge in many sections with others, such as
business, economy, health, and education. Because of these reasons, English
becomes the most important language to people all over the world. English is
also as the international language.
Besides as the international language, English is as the second or
foreign language in many countries of the world. In Indonesia, English is as
foreign language so learning English should be done by everyone, started
2from kid up to adult. Because of its importance, English is taught in
kindergarten, elementary school, junior and senior high school, and college.
The higher the level of education, more difficult the English subject matter
given. In junior high school, English becomes compulsory lesson. English
even becomes subject which is tested in national examination, beside
mathematics, science, and bahasa Indonesia. National exam is held by the
government whereas the examinations held by its school institution are
midterm, final, and school examination. These examinations are also as the
evaluation, whether the students have understood about the material given by
teacher. By doing it, the teacher knows the student’s achievement,
particularly in English subject.
Student’s achievement is the result or the successfulness gained by
students in learning process. According to Travers (1970:447), “Achievement
is the result of what an individual has learned from some educational
experiences.” Student’s achievement usually is in the form of score. Score
can be asserted by number or letter (A, B, C, D, and E). Students’
achievement becomes one of indicators of successful learning process. If the
students’ achievement is good, it means learning process is successful. It also
must be maintained. Conversely, if the students’ achievement is low, it must
be fixed it.
In English subject, there are four skills and those are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. Students who learn English are demanded to
master all those skills. They can have good English achievement if they can
3master those skills. Each skill has important components, one of which is
vocabulary. Richards (2002:255) states that vocabulary is the core component
of language proficiency and provides much of the basis for how well learners
speak, listen, read, and write. It is a fact that vocabulary is one of the
components of language. There is no language that exists without words.
The more words learnt, the more ideas can be had. Therefore, students should
learn and master vocabulary as much as possible. The richer the vocabulary
that can be mastered by the students, the better skill that can be reached in
using language.
The vocabulary of language, especially English, always changes and
grows. No one knows exact numbers of words in the English vocabulary
today. Mastering vocabulary does not only mean memorizing the form of the
word, but also understand its meaning. It makes mastering vocabularies in
English is not easy. If the students master many vocabularies in English, they
can master its language easily.
In English learning process, the students usually are asked to make
sentence and paragraph. They also are asked to practice conversation with his
friend spontaneously, tell story in front of the class, and answer directly the
questions or challenges given by teacher. The teacher sometimes also gives
them an assignment and asks them to discuss it in a group. The students
should generate idea first to do those activities. To generate idea which is
different from others and arrange the words, the students should involve their
creativity.
4Sudarma (2013:9) states that creativity is human ability to create or
make something, and it can be ideas, steps, or product. Furthermore,
according to Beld (in Walsh, 2014:68) Creativity is thinking outside of the
box, knowing to take a different route than most people would go into. This
can mean a new idea, but also taking an existing something and shooting at it
from a completely different angle.
Pribadi (2006:34) says that “Kemampuan kreatif manusia adalah
kemampuan yang membantunya untuk dapat berbuat lebih dari kemungkinan
rasional dari data dan pengetahuan yang dimilikinya.” He says that creative
ability of an individual is the ability which helps him to do more than the
rational possibilities of the data and knowledge he possesses. It means an
individual can do something more than the knowledge they have.
Guilford (in Munandar, 1999:12) explained that characteristics of
creative people consist of two components, aptitude trait (cognitive) and non-
aptitude trait (affective). Aptitude trait involves fluency in generating ideas,
flexibility in expressing a variety of problem solving, originality in
formulating ideas, and elaboration in outlining the idea. Non-aptitude trait
involves imagination, curiosity, risk-taker, confidence, toughness, etc. People
who have high creativity can deliver ideas and generating ideas more fluency
and take the risk. They also have high imagination, curiosity, confidence and
toughness.
Creativity is in every individual because naturally they are creative
creature. Munandar (1990:14) stated creativity is a result of interaction
5between individual and environment. An individual influences and is
influenced by the environment wherever he is, and its environment can
support or hamper the creativity. Nwazuoke, Olatoye, and Oyundoyin (2002)
argued that environment where a child finds himself/herself could foster or
inhibit creativity. If people don’t get environment which can support it, their
creativity can’t be develop maximally.
Torrance, Getzels and Jackson, and Yamamoto in Munandar
(1999:10) concluded that students who have high creativity are not different
with students who have high intelligence in the scope of academic
achievement. Furthermore, Munandar showed that creativity is as legitimate
as intelligence as the predictor of academic achievement. It means the
relationship between creativity and academic achievement is substantial.
People who have high creativity in learning have better chance to be success
on their learning and it can improve their achievement, especially in English.
Based on the explanation above, to find out the empirical evidence
about the problem, the researcher intends to study whether there is correlation
between students’ creativity and vocabulary mastery toward their English
achievement or not. The title of this study is “A Correlational Study between
Students’ Creativity and Vocabulary Mastery toward Their English
Achievement at the Eighth Grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK
Kartasura in the Academic Year 2017/2018”.
6B. Problem Identification
From the background of the study above, the researcher can identify
some problems as follow:
1. Several students lack of vocabulary.
2. Some students are hard to understand the meaning of the word.
3. Students have difficulty in generating ideas.
4. The students have different level of creativity.
5. Some students have low English achievement.
C. Problem Limitation
Based on the identification above, the researcher limits the problems.
The problems are limited on three variables: creativity, vocabulary mastery,
and students’ English achievement. Obtaining the learning achievement
becomes important because it is the goal of the learning process. To obtain
the English learning achievement, there are certain factors involved, and
those are students’ creativity and their vocabulary mastery. Therefore, the
researcher focused to find only the correlation between creativity and English
achievement, vocabulary mastery and English achievement, creativity and
vocabulary mastery toward English achievement. The sample of the research
is eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the
academic year 2017/2018.
7D. Problem Statements
Based on the problem identification and problem limitation, the
researcher formulates the problem in to following questions:
1. Is there a positive and significant correlation between students’ creativity
and their English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018?
2. Is there a positive and significant correlation between students’
vocabulary mastery and their English achievement at the eighth grade of
SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018?
3. Is there a positive and significant correlation between students’ creativity
and vocabulary mastery toward their English achievement at the eighth
grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic
year 2017/2018?
E. Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are:
1. To find out whether there is a positive and significant correlation
between students’ creativity and their English achievement at the eighth
grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic
year 2017/2018.
2. To find out whether there is a positive and significant correlation
between students’ vocabulary mastery and their English achievement at
8the eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the
academic year 2017/2018.
3. To find out whether there is a positive and significant correlation
between students’ creativity and vocabulary mastery towards their
English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-
Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018.
F. Benefits of the Study
1. Theoretical Benefits
This research can be beneficial for knowing whether there is positive
correlation between students’ creativity and vocabulary mastery toward
their English achievement.
2. Practical Benefits
a. For the teacher
1) To help the teacher to improve students English achievement
through improving their creativity and vocabulary mastery.
2) To help the teacher define the best strategy in teaching English,
especially in teaching vocabulary.
b. For the students
1) To help the students understanding about creativity.
2) To help the students improving their creativity, vocabulary
mastery, and their English achievement.
9c. For the other researchers
1) To help the other researchers to develop theory and get some
references about creativity, vocabulary, and achievement.
G. The Definition of Key Terms
1. Correlation Method
Correlation method is a method which investigates the possibility
of relationships between only two variables or more than two variables
(Fraenkel and Wallen, 2009:328).
2. Creativity
Sudarma (2013:9) states that creativity is human ability to create or
make something, and it can be ideas, steps, or product.
3. Vocabulary Mastery
Vocabulary mastery is considered as the most important part in
learning a language. It is impossible for students to speak, read, and write
a foreign language well without having enough knowledge of the
vocabulary.
4. English Achievement
Achievement is something done successfully, with effort and skill
(Hornby, 2004:10). It can be said as the learning result in the school in
standardized series of educational test to describe what the students have
learned and done with their effort and skill.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE
A. Theoretical Description
1. The Concept of English Achievement
a. The Definition of Achievement
After finishing the teaching and learning process, it is expected
to know how far the students master the given material and achieve
the instructional objectives. It is also in English teaching learning
process. Test or evaluations are needed to measure how far the
students master the material. Most of students consider that English is
very important that is examined in final test and their success in the
final test will determine their future education opportunities.
According to Hornby (2004:10), achievement is something
done successfully, with effort and skill. While Skinner (1958:206)
says that what is meant by leaming achievement is the outcomes of
learning. Furthermore, Cruickshank (1999:459) states that an
achievement test is a test that measures what a student knows in a
subject are. While Brown (2004:47) says that achievement test is
related to classroom lessons, units, or even a total curriculum.
Another expert says that an achievement test is examination of
knowledge and skill acquired, usually as a result of specific
instruction (Sadker, 1997:612). Winkel (2005:532) says achievement
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is a result that is achieved by students who have learning process in
school and effort which can make changes of knowledge, attitude, and
behavior.
From definition above, it can be concluded that achievement is
students’ effort and skill in a subject area as a result of specific
instruction or outcomes of learning. The result which students reach in
the learning and teaching process in a certain period is reflected in
number, letter (A, B, C, D, E), symbol, or sentence.
b. Kinds of Achievement
Viewed from dimension of competence to be achieved, the
realm that need to be assessed include the cognitive, psychomotor and
affective domains (Diknas, 1995:25). Bloom in Asrul et.al (2014:98)
says that the students learning achievement can be divided into three
domains. The first is achievement in cognitive domain. The second is
affective domain. The last is psychomotoric domain.
1) Cognitive domain
Cognitive domain is domain including mental activity. It is
categorized into six categories, from simple to complex, from
easy to difficult. The first category is knowledge. It is ability in
remembering or recalling material that has been learned. The
second is comprehension. It is ability to understand and
comprehend the material given by the teacher. It also includes
ability to compare, show the similarity and difference, identify
12
characteristics, and taking conclusion. The third is application. It
is ability to use information, ideas, concept and theory in new
situation or context. The fourth is analysis. It is ability to
recognize elements, relations, compilation of information or
problems. It makes students can separate the problem of a
situation based on their component. The fifth is synthesis. It is
ability in combining the information has been learned with the
new information becoming totally new and integrated. The sixth
is evaluation. It is ability in evaluating the situation, statements,
concept based on indicator or standard.
2) Affective domain
Affective domain is related to attitude and value. It is categorized
into five. The first is recognition or receiving. It includes ability
to recognize and accept the stimuli. The second is responding. It
includes ability to do something as the reaction of particular
phenomenon. The third is valuing. It is the feeling, belief, or
opinion that a particular phenomenon or object has value. The
fourth is or organization. It is the beginning of building a value
system, and comparing and relating value. The last is experience.
It deals with organizing and integrating values into a personal
value system.
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3) Psychomotoric domain
This domain is related to performance. It is categorized into five.
The first is imitation. It is observing and making other people's
behavior as a pattern. The second is manipulation. It is able to
show certain behaviors by following instructions and practice.
The third is precision. It is doing something without using visual
examples and written instructions, and do it smoothly, precisely
and accurately. The fourth is articulation. It is showing a series of
movements with accurate, correct sequence, and exact speed. The
fifth is naturalization. It is performing certain movements
spontaneously or automatically.
From explanation above, students learning achievement can be
divided into three domains, those are cognitive, affective, and
psychomotoric domain. Cognitive domain is including mental activity.
Affective domain is related to attitude and value. Psychomotoric
domain is related to students’ performance.
c. The Definition of English
English is the language of England, now used in many
varieties throughout the world (Oxford English Dictionary 2008). The
Cairo Egyptian Gazette declared “English is not property of capitalist
Americans, but of all the world”.
English is a tool for communicating orally and written.
Communicating in English is meant to understand and express
14
information, thought, feels, knowledge, technology, and culture
(Depdiknas, 2004:6). English is one of lesson which needs be taught
for development of knowledge, technology, culture, art, and also
relation among nations.
Based on definition above, it can be concluded English is
language used around the world. It is also international language, so
English is given to all students, from kindergarten to university.
d. Factors Influencing English Achievement
There are some factors that influence the students’
achievement in learning. Dalyono (2009: 55) states that the factors
influencing students learning achievement are factors that come from
students internal and external sides.
1) Internal factor
a) Health
Physical and spiritual factor health has big influence to
the learning achievement. If the condition of physical and
spiritual health is not good, it can disturb or decrease the
spirit to study.
b) Intelligent and talent
Students with high intelligent or have high IQ usually
will easily study and also have good achievement. If the
students with high intelligent also have talent in the subject
15
that they are studied, the process of learning will be more
successful.
c) Interest and motivation
Big interest to the subject is a big capital to achieve the
goal. The big interest in studying will produce high
achievement. In other hand, the less interest in studying will
produce the less achievement.
Motivation determines the students’ level of paying
attention during class and the assiduity with which he does
his homework and revises what he has been taught during the
day. It certainly has a deep influence on effectiveness on
learning.
d) The way of learning
Learning without considering the technique of learning
and physiology and psychology factors will produce the lack
result.
2) External factor
a) Family
Parents have a big influence to the success of their
children in learning. Parents’ education level, income, caring
and guidance, relationship between parents and children and
the situation in home also influence the children learning
achievement.
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b) School
The quality of teacher, teaching method, curriculum,
facilities, and condition of the room and the total of students
in every room also influence to the success of student in
learning.
c) Society
If the surronding environtment of society consists of
educated people, especially the children have high level of
education and good morality; it will motivate the children to
study hard.
In addition, according to Slameto (2010:54-72), factors that
influence the achievement are divided into two categories. The first is
internal factor. It is factor which refers to condition comes from inside
of the students. It involves physiology and psychology of the students.
The physiology is concern with the learner’s body, like the health of
the learners. The psychological covers motivation, attitude,
intelligence, interest, creativity, etc. Besides physiology and
psychology factors, it also includes fatigue factor, both physical and
spiritual. Physical fatigue can be seen from the weakness of the body
and tendency to lay down. While spiritual fatigue can be seen from the
weakness and boredom to do or produce something.
The second is external factor. It is condition refers to the
outside of the student or environment of the learning process. It
17
includes family, school, and society factor. Family factor is about the
way parents educate their children, the relation among the family
member, economy condition, etc. School factor is about curriculum,
teaching method, facilities, etc. while society factor is about student’s
activities within society, friends, etc.
Based on description above, students’ achievement in learning
is influenced by many factors. Internal factor consists of physiology,
psychology, and fatigue factors. Whereas external factor consists of
learning environment of school, family, and even society, teachers and
how they teach, and tools used in learning.
2. The Concept of Creativity
a. The Definition of Creativity
Creativity means literally, "create", "creation" or "creative
force" and "power to create new works” (Naderi et al., 2010). The
Encyclopedia Britannica defines creativity as “the ability to make or
bring to existence something new, whether a new solution to a
problem, a new method or device or a new artistic object or form”.
There are many definitions of creativity by experts because they have
their own thought about it. Barron in Munandar (1999:28) stated that
creativity is ability to produce or create something new.
According to Santrak, cited in Nami (2014), creativity is an
ability to think about things in new ways to achieve unusual and
unique solutions in problems. Creativity uses expression and
18
elaborating ideas and feeling by using several ways (Fryer, 1996:123).
Another expert, Penick (1992), described creativity as a process of
becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies, gaps in knowledge,
missing elements and disharmonies as well as identifying, searching
for solutions, making guesses or formulation of hypotheses, and
possibly modifying and restating them, and experimenting to find
results and finally communicating the results. Creativity of an
individual can elaborate ideas and feeling to find unusual solution in
solving problems.
Creativity is thinking outside of the box, knowing to take a
different route than most people would go into. This can mean a new
idea, but also taking an existing something and shooting at it from a
completely different angle (Beld, 2014:68). Sudarma (2013:9) states
that creativity is human ability to create or make something, and it can
be ideas, steps, or product. An individual can get ideas to make
something, he can find the steps and material to make a product, and
then he can produce it. According to Sudarma (2013:18), creativity
can be defined in four aspects.
First, creativity means the power of each individual (press). It
motives an individual to do and get the best. Adlair in Sudarma
(2013:18) says “Creativity is the faculty of mind and spirit that
enables us to bring into existence, ostensibly out of nothing,
something of use, order, beauty, or significance.” Creative ability is
19
the initiative that one manifest by his power to break away from the
usual sequence of thought (Simpson, cited in Munandar 1999:132).
Second, creativity is defined as a process. Creativity is process
managing information, doing something or producing something.
Hurlock (1978:38) stated creativity is a process which produces
something new, and it can be an idea or an object in a new form or
structure. Creativity is a process which is reflected in fluency,
flexibility, originality in thinking (Munandar, 1977).
Third, creativity is a product. A man is judged by their
product, here product can be defined as ideas, paper, or in things.
Basuki (1965) noted that creativity as ability to produce something
new. According to Haefele (1962, in Munandar 1980), “creativity is
ability to make new combination which has social value.” It means not
all products are new, but its combination. New product can be called
creative work if it is appreciated by society in certain time (Stein,
1963).
Fourth, creativity is meant as person. Creativity is not
addressed in its product, process or power, but its individual.
According to Stenberg (in Afifa 2007) a creative person is a person
who can think synthetically, it means he can see relationships where
others are unable to see, and have the ability to analyze his own ideas
and evaluate the value or quality of his personal work, able to translate
theories and abstract things to be more practical, so that the individual
20
is able to convince others of the ideas he or she will be working on.
The pattern of the definition about creativity can be seen in figure
below:
Figure 2.1. The Aspects of Creativity
Based on the variety of definitions about creativity above, it
can be concluded that creativity is the intelligence that develops in the
individual, in the form of attitudes, habits, actions in generating
something new and original to solve the problem. It also involves
motivation and emotion or feeling.
b. Characteristics of Creativity
Naturally, human is creative creature, but not all of them can
develop their creativity maximally. There are characteristics of
creative person. In Munandar (1999:12), study was done by Roe
(1952), MacKinnon (1962), and Cattell (1968) and it showed that the
Creativity
Person
Process
Press
Product
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personality profile of the excellent creative figures is different from
the average personality profile.
Guilford (in Munandar 1996:12) explained that characteristics
of creative people consist two components, aptitude trait (cognitive)
and non-aptitude trait (affective). Aptitude trait involves fluency in
generating ideas, flexibility in expressing a variety of problem
solving, originality in formulating ideas, and elaboration in outlining
the idea. Non-aptitude trait involves imagination, curiosity, risk-taker,
confidence, and toughness. Colangelo and Davis (1991:368) said that
someone who thinks creatively is sign by sensitivity to problems,
fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration of ideas.
Characteristics of creative people are fluency, flexibility, originality,
and elaboration of ideas (Treffinger, 1980). Creative personality
means able to generate ideas to solve the problems, having their own
opinion, and having ability to see problem from different point of
view of others.
Greenes (in Sisk 1997:222), there are six characteristic in
creativity, those are: 1) flexibility in processing the data, 2) ability in
arranging the data, 3) mental agility, 4) original interpretation, 5)
ability to divert the idea, 6) ability in generalization. While, Munandar
(1999:35), there are many characteristics of creative children, such as
having high curiosity, preferring creative activity, being more
autonomous and confidents than others, idealist, preferring mysterious
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and crucial problem, etc. Furthermore, there are 10 characteristics of
creative person gained from psychologists (Munandar, 1999:37), those
are: 1) imaginative, 2) initiative, 3) having high interest, 4)
independent in thought, 5) curious, 6) wandered, 7) full of spirit, 8)
confident, 9) risk-taker, and 10) consistent. It means a person can be
called creative if he has high imaginative and initiative, so it will
create confident and spirit, consistent in getting what he wants, and
take the risk.
From the explanation above characteristics of creative people
consist two components, aptitude trait (cognitive) and non-aptitude
trait (affective). Aptitude trait involves fluency in generating ideas,
flexibility in expressing a variety of problem solving, originality in
formulating ideas, and elaboration in outlining the idea. Non-aptitude
trait involves imagination, curiosity, risk-taker, confidence, initiative,
having high interest and spirit.
c. Theory about Creative Process
The definition of creative process from Torrance, in Stenberg
(1988), is “The process of (1) sensing difficulties, problems, gaps in
information, missing elements, something asked; (2) making guesses
and formulating hypotheses about deficiencies; (3) evaluating and
testing these guesses and hypotheses; (4) possibly revising and
restating them; and finally (5) communicating the result.” This
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definition includes all creative and scientific process starting from
finding the problems up to delivering the result.”
There are four stages of creative process according to Wallas
in Munandar (1999:58), namely:
1) Preparation,
2) Incubation,
3) Illumination, and
4) Verify.
In the first stage, a person prepares to solve problems by
learning to think, seek the answers, ask the others, and so on. In the
second stage, searching and gathering of data/information is not
continued. The incubation stage is the stage in which the individual
seems to be temporarily detached from the problem, in the sense that
he does not think about his problem consciously, but "incubates" in
the conscious realm. As seen from biographical analysis as well as
from reports of artists and scientists, this stage is significant in the
process of inspiration which is the starting point of a new invention or
creation coming from the pre-conscious region or arising in a state of
full unconsciousness.
The illumination stage is the stage of "insight" or "Aba-
Erlebnis", when a new inspiration or idea emerges, along with
psychological processes that begin and follow new inspirations or
ideas. The verification or evaluation stage is the stage where the new
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idea or creation should be tested against reality. Here needed critical
and convergent thinking. In other words, the process of divergence
(creative thinking) must be followed by a process of convergence
(critical thinking).
Based on the explanation above, someone in creating
something new is began by preparing his self, collecting data so he
can get new inspiration, then evaluating where the new idea or
creation is tested against reality.
d. Factors Influencing Creativity
Hurlock (1993:211) said there are six factors that cause the
emergence of variations of creativity, namely:
1) Gender
Boys show greater creativity than girls, especially after the passage
of childhood. For the most part this is due to differences in the
treatment of boys and girls. Boys are given the opportunity to be
independent, urged by peers to take more risks and be encouraged
by parents and teachers to show more initiative and originality.
2) Socioeconomic status
Children from higher socioeconomic groups tend to be more
creative than lower group children. The child's environment of a
higher socioeconomic group gives more opportunities to acquire
the knowledge and experience necessary for creativity.
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3) Birth order
Children of different birth orders exhibit different levels of
creativity. Children born in the middle, back and the only child
may have high creativity than the first child. Generally the first
born child is more pressed to adjust to the expectations of parents,
this pressure is more encouraging children to become child
obedient than the creator.
4) Family size
Children from small families tend to be more creative than children
from large families. In large families how to educate an
authoritarian child and a less favorable socioeconomic condition
may further influence and hinder the development of creativity
5) Environment
Children from urban environments tend to be more creative than
children in rural environments.
6) Intelligence
Smart child shows greater creativity than a less intelligent child.
They have more new ideas to deal with the social atmosphere and
are able to formulate more solutions to the conflict.
It can be concluded there are six factors that cause the
emergence of variations of creativity. They are gender, socioeconomic
status, birth order, family size, environment, and intelligence.
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e. Assessment of Creativity
In measuring creativity, there are five approaches which can be
used (Munandar, 1999:81). These approaches are direct assessment,
indirect assessment, inventory of personality, non-test assessment, and
assessment of creative product.
1) Direct Assessment
The popular test used to assess creativity is TTCT (Torrance Test
of Creative Thinking) by Torrance. This test consists of verbal
and figural form. Test which has been adapted for Indonesia is
Circle Test by Torrance. Then, this test is standardized and it is
called Figural Creativity Test. Another test constructed for
Indonesia is Verbal Creativity Test by Munandar.
2) Indirect Assessment
Creativity consists of three dimensions, those are cognitive
dimension (creative thinking), affective dimension (attitude and
personality), and psychomotoric dimension (creative skill). Each
dimension includes some categories, for example cognitive
dimension covers fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration.
Test is constructed separately for every component, for example
originality. Several tests to assess originality are test of writing
story and test of using brick which asks the subject to think
unusual way of using brick.
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3) Inventory of Personality
It is designed to know the creative personality of an individual or
correlations of personality related with creativity. There are some
tests to assess the personality of and individual related with
creativity, those are:
(1) Test of Asking Question is part of Torrance’s test for creative
thinking.
(2) Risk Taking Test is used to show the effect of taking risk
toward the creativity.
(3) Figure Preference Test by Barron-Welsh is to show the
preference of creative person.
(4) Sex Role Identity Test is to assess how far an individual can
identify himself with his sex role identity.
4) Non-Test Assessment
To resolve the limitation of written test to assess creativity,
several approaches are arranged.
a) Checklist and Questionnaire
It is arranged based on the characteristic of creative people.
Characteristics of creative people consist two components,
aptitude trait (cognitive) and non-aptitude trait (affective).
(1) The components of aptitude trait of creativity are:
(a) Fluency is ability to generate of a great number of
ideas or alternative solutions. Fluency implies
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understanding, and it is not just remembering
information which has been learned. Fluency reflects
to the smooth words and creates many ideas (Guilford
in Munandar, 1985:23).
(b) Flexibility is ability in expressing variety of problem
solving. It also involves ability to see things from
different point of view. Williams in Munandar
(1990:419) explained flexibility refers to; a) ability in
creating several models of ideas; b) ability to change
the way or new approach; c) ability to see in different
side.
(c) Originality means ability in formulating unique idea.
Originality refers to unusual idea (Williams in
Munandar, 1990:419)
(d) Elaboration is process of outlining ideas in detail.
According to William in Munandar (1990:419),
elaboration reflects to the detail of the ideas.
(2) The components of non-aptitude trait of creativity are:
(a) High curiosity is desire to know more or find out
more, ask a lot of questions, pay attention to the
object or people, and sensitive in observation.
(b) Imaginative is able to imagine things which has never
happened using combination of reality and fantasy.
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(c) Risk-taker is characteristic of person who is dare to
answer a question though not knowing the true
answer, not afraid to fail and receive criticism.
b) List of Experiences
It is to assess what an individual has been done. The simple
format is asking the subject to write his autobiography
briefly. Then, it is assessed to know the quantity and quality
of creative behavior.
5) Assessment of Creative Product
It is to measure people or product of creativity. It observes how
an individual acts in certain situation. It is subjective but, it takes
a long time.
From explanation above, the approaches used to assess
creativity are direct assessment, indirect assessment, inventory of
personality, non-test assessment, and assessment of creative product.
To assess creativity using non-test (questionnaire) is used indicator of
aptitude trait (cognitive) and non-aptitude trait (affective).
3. The Concept of Vocabulary Mastery
a. The Definition of Vocabulary
Vocabulary is necessary to know in learning a language. Many
experts have definition about vocabulary. According to Richards
(2001:4), vocabulary is one of most obvious components of language
and one of the first things applied linguists turned their attention to.
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Vocabulary refers to a list or set of words for particular language or a
list or set of words that individual speakers of a language might use
(Hatch and Brown, 1995:1). While Hornby in Alqahtani (2015)
defines that vocabulary as the total number of words in a language;
vocabulary is a list of words with their meaning. It means vocabulary
consists of words and its meaning.
Another expert, Ur (1998:60) states “Vocabulary can be
defined, roughly, as the words we teach in the foreign language”.
Furthermore, Lessard-Clouston (2013:2) states vocabulary can be
define as the words of a language, including single items and phrases
or chunks of several words which convey a particular meaning, the
way individual words do.
Based on the definition above, it can be concluded that
vocabulary is a list or set of words in a particular language which is
taught in foreign language with its meaning. Vocabulary is very
important part in a language. By mastering the vocabulary, people can
also master its language.
b. Kinds of Vocabulary
Some experts mention the types of vocabulary. Harmer
(1991:150) distinguishes between these two types of vocabulary. The
first type is active. It refers to the one that the students have been
taught and that they are expected to be able to use. Meanwhile, the
second is passive. It refers to the words which the students will
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recognize when they meet them, but which they will probably not be
able to pronounce.
Haycraft in Hatch and Brown (1995:370), indicates two kinds
of vocabulary, namely receptive vocabulary and productive
vocabulary. Receptive vocabulary is words that learners recognize and
understand when they are used in context, but which they cannot
produce correctly. It is vocabulary that learners recognize when they
see or meet in reading text but do not use it in speaking and writing.
Productive vocabulary is the words that the learners understand and
can pronounce correctly and use constructively in speaking and
writing.
From description from experts above, it can be concluded that
receptive vocabulary can be addressed passive process which is
dealing with reading and listening whereas productive vocabulary can
be addressed active process which is dealing with speaking and
writing.
c. Vocabulary Mastery
In order to understand language, vocabulary is crucial to be
mastered by the learners. Vocabulary mastery is needed to express
ideas and to be able to understand other people’s saying. According to
Webster in Alqahtani (2015) mastery refers to (1) a. the authority of a
master: dominion, b. the upper hand in a contest or competition;
superiority, ascendancy and (2) a. possession or display or great skill
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or technique, b. skill or knowledge that makes one master of a subject
comment. While Hornby (1995:721) defines mastery as complete
knowledge or complete skill. It means mastery is complete knowledge
or great skill that makes someone a master in a certain subject.
Vocabulary is a list or set of words which individual use for a
particular language.
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that
vocabulary mastery means the complete knowledge or great skill in
using words of a particular language.
d. Vocabulary Elements in Teaching
There are some elements that need to be taught in teaching
vocabulary (Ur, 1996:60-62). It will indicate the students’ vocabulary
mastery. Those elements are:
1) Form: Pronunciation and spelling
The learner has to know what a word sounds like (pronunciation)
and what it looks like (spelling). In teaching, the teacher needs to
make sure that both these aspects are accurately presented and
learned.
2) Grammar
The grammar of new item will need to be taught if this is not
obviously covered by general grammatical rules. A word may
have an unpredictable change of form in certain grammatical
context. So, it is important to provide the learners with
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information at the same time if teacher teaches he base form. For
example, when teaching a new verb, the teacher should give its
past form.
3) Collocation
The collocation typical of particular item are another factor that
makes a particular combination sound ‘right’ or’ wrong’ in a
given context. It is important information, so teacher should give
a special attention on.
4) Aspect of meaning
a) Denotation, Connotation, Appropriateness
Denotation is the meaning of word which refers to in the
real world. It is often the sort of definition in dictionary. For
example the word ‘dog’ denotes a kind of animal, or more
specifically domestic carnivorous mammal. A less obvious
component of meaning of an item is its connotation. The
association, or positive or negative feelings it evokes, which
may or may not be indicated in a dictionary. The word ‘dog’
as understood by most British people, it has positive
connotation of friendship and loyalty, whereas for Arabic
people, it has negative connotation of dirt and inferiority. An
aspect of meaning also needs to be taught is whether a
particular word is appropriate to use in certain context or not.
It is useful for learner to know certain word is very common,
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or rare, or ‘taboo’ in polite conversation, or tends to be used in
writing but not in speech, or is more suitable for formal than
informal situation, or belongs to certain dialect.
b) Meaning Relationship
How the meaning of one item relates to the meaning of others
can also be useful in teaching. There are various such
relationships:
(1) Synonyms: items that mean the same, or nearly the same;
for example, bright, clever, smart may serve as synonyms
of intelligent.
(2) Antonyms: items that mean the opposite; for example, rich
is an antonym of poor.
(3) Hyponyms: items that serve as specific examples of a
general concept, dog, cat, monkey are hyponyms of
animal.
(4) Co-hyponyms or co-ordinates: other items that are the
'same kind of thing'; for example red, blue, green and
brown are co-ordinates.
(5) Superordinates: general concepts that 'cover' specific
items; animal is the superordinate of dog, lion, mouse.
(6) Translation: words or expressions in the learners' mother
tongue that are (more or less) equivalent in meaning to the
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item being taught; for example ‘book’ in Indonesian has
equivalent meaning ‘buku’
5) Word Formation
Word formation or the arrangement of words which put together
is another aspect of useful information in teaching for advance
learners. Teacher may wish to teach common prefixes and
suffixes. For example, if learners know the meaning of un-, dis-,
in-, -ful, -ly, -ment, this will help them guess the meaning of
words like unhappy, disadvantage, inappropriate, beautiful,
carefully, agreement.
Based on explanation above, there are five elements in
teaching vocabulary. The first is form (pronunciation and spelling).
The second and the third are grammar and collocation. The fourth is
aspect of meaning which relates to denotation, connotation,
appropriateness, and meaning relationship. The last is word formation
or arrangement of words.
B. Previous Study
The researcher uses the previous study research dealing with the
topic of the researcher’s study as the reference. The researcher took a
research by Safarudin (2015) conducted the research entitled A Correlation
between Students’ Creativity and Students’ English Achievement of Eighth
Grade of SMP Negeri 1 Bayat in the Academic Year of 2014/2015. This
study used stratified random sampling and took 56 students as the sample.
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The population was 216 students. The technique of collecting data was
questionnaire and documentation. The questionnaire was for students’
creativity and document was for students’ English achievement. The
techniques used to analyze data were Pearson Product Moment Formula and
simple linear regressions which counted manually. The result of the study
showed that there is a positive correlation between students’ creativity and
students English achievement because the coefficient of correlation robtained
is higher than rtable (0.246>0.216) and the tobtained is higher than ttable
(1.8650>1.67356). It could be concluded that students creativity have
positive correlation with students English achievement.
The differences of this first previous study the research compared
with the research are the technique sampling and the way counting the data.
The first previous study used stratified random sampling and counted the
data manually, whereas the research used total population sampling and
counted the data using SPSS. The similarities are the grade of students,
technique of collecting and analyzing the data. This previous study and the
research were carried out the eighth grade, used questionnaire and
documentation to collect data, and used Pearson Product Moment Formula
and simple linear regressions to analyze.
The researcher also took other research by Wara Suprihatin (2016)
conducted research entitled The Correlation between Students’ Attitude in
Learning and Vocabulary Mastery toward their English Achievement at the
First Grade of SMA Negeri Colomadu in the Academic Year of 2015/2016.
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This study used cluster random sampling and took 38 students as the
sample. The technique of collecting data was questionnaire, test, and
documentation. The questionnaire was for students’ attitude in learning, the
test was for vocabulary mastery, and document scoring was for students’
English achievement. The techniques used to analyze data were simple and
multiple linear regressions. The result of the study showed that there is a
positive correlation between students’ attitude in learning and their English
achievement because the coefficient of correlation robtained is higher than rtable
(0.677>0.320). There is a positive correlation between students’ vocabulary
mastery and their English achievement because the coefficient of correlation
robtained is higher than rtable (0.821>0.320). There is a positive correlation
between students’ attitude in learning and vocabulary mastery toward their
English achievement because the coefficient of correlation robtained is higher
than rtable (0.841>0.320).
The differences of this second previous study compared with the
research are the grade of students and technique sampling. This previous
study was carried out eleventh grade and used cluster random sampling,
while the research carried out eighth grade students and used total
population sampling. The similarities are using questionnaire, test, and
documentation for collecting data and used multiple linier regression for
analyzing the data.
The researcher also took a journal by Yaghoob Nami (2013)
conducted research entitled The Relationship between Creativity and
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Academic Achievement. This study used cluster random sampling and took 72
students as the sample. The technique of collecting data was questionnaire
and documentation. The questionnaire was for creativity and documentation
was for academic achievement. The technique used to analyze data was
Pearson Product Moment using SPSS. The result of the study showed that
there is positive significant relation between creativity and academic
achievement (r= 0.769, sig 0.00<0.01).
The difference the research compared with this journal is technique
sampling. This journal was used random sampling. The similarities are using
questionnaire and documentation for collecting data and used Pearson
Product Moment using SPSS for analyzing the data.
The researcher also took a journal by A. Kotreshwaraswamy
Surapuramath (2014) conducted research entitled A Study of Relationship
between Creativity and Academic Achievement of Secondary School Pupils.
This study used random sampling technique and took 100 students of
different High School in Kollega Talluk as the sample. The basis of was
Government-50 Unaided-50. Research tool used in the study was “Bekar
mahadiyar creativity test”. The research tool has 3 types of activities.
Coefficient of correlation and‘T-test’ technique was adopted for data analysis.
The result of the study showed that there is a positive relationship between
creativity and academic achievement of 8th standard students because the
coefficient of correlation robtained is higher than rtable (0.376>0.254). Then,
there is no significant difference creativity of 8th standard students between
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boys and girls because tobtained is less than ttable (0.836<1.96). There is no
significant difference creativity of 8th standard students between rural and
urban because tobtained is less than ttable (0.35<1.96). Besides that, there is no
significant difference creativity of 8th standard students between government
and unaided because tobtained is less than ttable ( 0.58<1.96).
The differences the research compared with this journal are the grade
of students, technique sampling, technique of collecting and analyzing the
data. This journal was carried out high school students, used random
sampling, used test to collect the data, and T-test to analyze data.
C. Rationale
In Indonesia, English is as foreign language. English is taught in
kindergarten, elementary school, junior and senior high school, and college.
The higher the level of education, more difficult the English subject matter
given. In junior high school, English becomes compulsory lesson. There is a
component of English which can be separated in learning English, which is
vocabulary. According to Richards (2001:4), vocabulary is one of most
obvious components of language and one of the first things applied linguists
turned their attention to. Vocabulary is list of words that have a particular
meaning. If students master the vocabulary, they can master its language
easily. Furthermore, mastering vocabulary can also improve their English
achievement.
Beside the vocabulary mastery, the achievement is also influenced the
students’ creativity. Creativity of the students gives a portion in the success of
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the students in reaching the better achievement. Creativity is ability of the
students to manage the information or material in learning process, so they
can create new ideas and implement it to the problem they face through
fluency and flexibility in thinking, originality in creating ideas, and
development of the ideas to make it being detail. Students who have high
creativity will have bigger opportunity in creating ideas to solve problems. It
is useful in learning. It can be concluded by improving the students’
creativity, it can improve their achievement.
D. Hypothesis
Based on the theory and rationale, the hypotheses of this research are
formulated as follows:
1. Ho : there is no a positive and significant correlation between students’
creativity and English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018.
Ha : there is a positive and significant correlation between students’
creativity and English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018.
2. Ho : there is no a positive and significant correlation between students’
vocabulary mastery and English achievement at the eighth grade
of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the
academic year 2017/2018.
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Ha : there is a positive and significant correlation between students’
vocabulary mastery and English achievement at the eighth grade
of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the
academic year 2017/2018.
3. Ho : there is no a positive and significant correlation between students’
creativity and vocabulary mastery toward their English
achievement at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-
Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018.
Ha : there is a positive and significant correlation between students’
creativity and vocabulary mastery towards their English
achievement at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-
Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. The Method of the Research
This research used correlation method. According to Fraenkel and
Wallen (2009:328), correlation method is a method which investigates the
possibility of relationships between only two variables or more than two
variables. The reason of choosing this method is the researcher wants to know
the strength of the relation between two or more variables based on
correlation coefficient.
There are three possible results of correlation study: a positive
correlation, a negative correlation, and no correlation. The correlation
coefficient is a measure of strength correlation, and it can range from -1.00 to
1.00. Perfect negative correlation would result in -1.00, while perfect positive
correlation would result in 1.00 (Nunan, 1992:39).
1. Positive Correlation
The variables improve or decrease at the same time. A correlation
coefficient close to 1.00 indicates a strong positive correlation.
2. Negative Correlation
As the amount of one variable improves, the others decrease. A
correlation coefficient close to -1.00 indicates strong negative
correlation.
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3. No Correlation
It means there is no relation among the variables. A correlation
coefficient of 0 indicates no correlation.
In this research, the researcher examines the relationship among three
variables; two independent variables (X) and one dependent variable (Y).
1. The Independent Variables
a. Students’ creativity at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammdiyah Al-
Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018 (X1).
b. Vocabulary mastery at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammdiyah Al-
Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018 (X2).
2. The Dependent Variable
a. English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammdiyah
Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018 (Y).
The correlation among three variables can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1. The Schema of the Correlation
Students’ Creativity
(X1)
Vocabulary Mastery
(X2)
English Achievement
(Y)
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B. The Place and Time of the Research
1. The Place of the Research
The research was conducted at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018. This school is located in Jalan Cendana II RT 02 A RW III
Gumpang, Kartasura, Sukoharjo.
2. The Time of the Research
This researcher conducted the research from May until June, 2018.
Table 3.1 Time of the Research
No Activities Month in 2018
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
1 Determination of the
Title with the Advisor
2 Proposal Draft
3 Consulting the
Proposal Draft
4 Proposal Draft Seminar
5 Collecting Data
6 Analyzing Data
7 Consulting the Thesis
8 Munaqosyah
Examination
C. The Population, Sampling, and Sample of the Research
1. The Population of the Research
Population is the whole number of objects of the research.
According to Sugiyono (2007:61), population is a generalization area
consisting of objects or subjects that have quality and certain
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characteristics set by the researchers to be studied. In this research, the
population is all of the eighth grade students of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-
Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018. There are two
classes which consist of 62 students. VIII A.R. Fachruddin consists of 32
students and VIII Buya Hamka consists of 30 students.
2. The Sampling of the Research
Sampling is the process of selecting a number of individuals who
will participate (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2009:106). The researcher used
total population sampling to determine the sample of the research
because the population is less than 100 respondents. Total population
sampling is a sampling technique used when the population is relatively
small. It takes all population as the sample.
3. The Sample of the Research
Sample is a part of population which has same characteristics.
Arikunto (2002:112) says that if the population is 100 or less, it is better
to take the whole population as the sample, if the population is more than
100 respondents, the researcher can take 10-15% or 20-25% or more than
25% of the population based on the capability of a researcher. In this
research, researcher took 58 students as the sample because 4 students
were absent when the researcher was taking the data.
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D. Technique of Collecting Data
In order to get the data as accurately as possible, the researcher used
some research instruments, namely questionnaire, test, and documentation.
Questionnaire was used to obtain the data of students’ creativity. The test was
used to obtain data of students’ vocabulary mastery. The documentation was
used to obtain data of students’ English achievement. The researcher checked
the validity and reliability of the questionnaire and test.
1. Questionnaire
Questionnaire is one of important instruments to collect the data.
It consists of a series of question and other prompts for gathering
information from respondents. Questionnaire items can relatively be
closed or open ended (Nunan, 1992:143).  This questionnaire is closed
item. A closed item is one in which the range of possible responses is
determined by researcher. It is used to measure the variable of creativity.
In collecting the data, the researcher used statements related to the
indicator of creative people. Guilford (in Munandar 1996:12) explained
that characteristics of creative people consist of two components,
aptitude trait (cognitive) and non-aptitude trait (affective). Aptitude trait
involves fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration. Non-aptitude
trait involves imaginative, curiosity, and risk-taker. The questionnaire
was developed and modified by the researcher. There are 40 statements
for tryout and 30 statements for test. The following table presents the
indicators used by the researcher in the questionnaire.
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Table 3.2 Blue Print of Creativity Questionnaire (Try Out)
No Indicator Item Number Total
1. Aptitude trait
1. Fluency 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6
2. Flexibility 7, 8, 9, 10 4
3. Originality 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 8
4. Elaboration 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 7
2. Non-aptitude trait
1. Imaginative 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 5
2. High curiosity 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 5
3. Risk-taker 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 5
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Table 3.3 Blue Print of Creativity Questionnaire (Test)
No Indicator Item Number Total
1. Aptitude trait
1. Fluency 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 6
2. Flexibility 7, 8 2
3. Originality 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 7
4. Elaboration 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 5
2. Non-aptitude trait
1. Imaginative 21, 22, 23, 24 4
2. High curiosity 25, 26 2
3. Risk-taker 27, 28, 29, 30 4
30
Meanwhile, the scoring system of questionnaire used Likert Scale.
The score ranges from 1 to 5 which can be seen below.
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Table 3.4 Scoring System of Creativity Questionnaire
Positive Statement Score Negative Statement
Sangat Sesuai 5 Sangat Tidak Sesuai
Sesuai 4 Tidak Sesuai
Netral 3 Netral
Tidak Sesuai 2 Sesuai
Sangat Tidak Sesuai 1 Sangat Sesuai
In filling the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to give
checklist in the choice that they thought and felt nearly match with them
and their actually experienced. Each statement of questionnaire has five
alternatives: “Sangat Sesuai” (SS), “Sesuai” (S), “Netral” (N), “Tidak
Sesuai” (TS), and “Sangat Tidak Sesuai” (STS).
2. Test
A test is a method of measuring a person’s ability, knowledge, or
performance in a given area (domain) (Brown, 2004:3). This test is to
know the students’ vocabulary mastery. The type of test is multiple-
choice. There are four alternatives answers in every item, consisting one
correct answer and three destructors. There are 45 items for tryout and 24
items for test. The score of each item is 1 if the answer is correct. If the
answer is incorrect, the score is 0.
The indicators of vocabulary test used are synonym, antonym,
grammar, translation, and appropriateness. The following table presents
the indicators used by the researcher in vocabulary mastery test.
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Table 3.5 Blue Print of Vocabulary Mastery (Try Out)
No Indicator Item number Total
1 Synonym 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 10
2 Antonym 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20
10
3 Grammar 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29
9
4 Translation 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38,
39
8
5 Word Formation 34, 35 2
6 Appropriateness 40, 42, 43, 45 4
7 Collocation 41, 44 2
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Table 3.6 Blue Print of Vocabulary Mastery (Test)
No Indicator Item number Total
1 Synonym 1, 2, 3, 4 4
2 Antonym 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 6
3 Grammar 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 5
4 Translation 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 6
5 Appropriateness 22, 24 2
6 Collocation 23 1
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3. Documentation
Documentation is a way to get data or information through notes,
transcripts, books, etc. It means documentation is used to collect data
through printed material. It provides information to support the available
data. The researcher took the students’ scores of English final exam in
the second semester. The researcher got the data from the eighth grade
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English teacher of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura,
named Ms. Irma Rahmawati, S.Pd.
E. Validity and Reliability of the Instruments
1. Validity of Instruments
After designing the instruments of collecting data, the researcher
tried them out. The researcher did the try out at MTs Negeri 13 Boyolali
and took class 8A which consist of 27 students. Try out was done to
check the validity. Validity refers to the extent to which a test measures
what we actually wish to measure (Cooper and Schindler, 2003:231). To
measure the validity of students’ creativity questionnaire, the researcher
used Pearson Product Moment correlation. The computer software, SPSS
version 16.0, was used to assist the researcher in analyzing the data. Each
item of questionnaire is called valid if the r value of item is higher than
0.3 (Masrun in Sugiyono, 2012:134).
Table 3.7 Validity of Creativity Questionnaire
Questionnaire
number
r-value r-required Conclusion
1 0.336 >0.3 Valid
2 0.412 >0.3 Valid
3 0.359 >0.3 Valid
4 0.373 >0.3 Valid
5 0.551 >0.3 Valid
6 0.349 >0.3 Valid
7 0.371 >0.3 Valid
8 -0.096 >0.3 Invalid
9 -0.090 >0.3 Invalid
10 0.772 >0.3 Valid
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11 0.525 >0.3 Valid
12 0.475 >0.3 Valid
13 0.473 >0.3 Valid
14 -0.058 >0.3 Invalid
15 0.421 >0.3 Valid
16 0.370 >0.3 Valid
17 0.431 >0.3 Valid
18 0.465 >0.3 Valid
19 0.370 >0.3 Valid
20 0.415 >0.3 Valid
21 0.568 >0.3 Valid
22 0.498 >0.3 Valid
23 0.004 >0.3 Invalid
24 0.013 >0.3 Invalid
25 0.408 >0.3 Valid
26 0.395 >0.3 Valid
27 0.341 >0.3 Valid
28 0.698 >0.3 Valid
29 0.045 >0.3 Invalid
30 0.500 >0.3 Valid
31 0.045 >0.3 Invalid
32 0.357 >0.3 Valid
33 0.451 >0.3 Valid
34 -0.082 >0.3 Invalid
35 -0.099 >0.3 Invalid
36 0.368 >0.3 Valid
37 0.000 >0.3 Invalid
38 0.463 >0.3 Valid
39 0.672 >0.3 Valid
40 0.391 >0.3 Valid
Based on the try out test result, 10 items of the questionnaire were
invalid and it was dropped. The items number dropped are 8, 9, 14, 23,
24, 29, 31, 34, 35, and 37. Thus, the item of questionnaire remained 30
items.
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Meanwhile, to analyze the validity of vocabulary mastery test, the
researcher used Iteman Program. The item is called valid if the difficulty
index (I) of every item is ≥0.30 until ≤0.70 and the value of different
strength (D) is ≥0.25 (User’s Manual for Iteman 2013).
Table 3.8 Validity of Vocabulary Test
Number I D I-required
D-
required
Conclusion
1 1.00 - ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
2 0.70 0.40 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
3 0.93 0.16 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
4 0.59 0.28 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
5 0.96 0.21 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
6 0.70 -0.06 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
7 0.67 0.29 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
8 0.07 0.07 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
9 0.11 -0.34 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
10 0.44 0.54 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
11 0.67 0.38 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
12 0.74 -0.01 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
13 0.70 0.42 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
14 0.52 0.72 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
15 0.52 0.57 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
16 0.67 0.43 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
17 0.96 0.00 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
18 0.96 -0.24 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
19 0.93 -0.25 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
20 0.70 0.49 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
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21 0.70 0.36 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
22 0.70 0.37 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
23 0.70 0.20 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
24 0.89 0.19 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
25 0.70 0.52 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
26 0.70 0.21 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
27 0.37 -0.24 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
28 0.19 0.15 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
29 0.70 0.30 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
30 0.33 0.37 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
31 0.70 0.59 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
32 0.70 0.34 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
33 0.70 0.42 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
34 0.85 0.45 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
35 0.30 0.03 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
36 0.89 0.34 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
37 0.70 0.46 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
38 0.56 0.40 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
39 0.63 0.24 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
40 0.44 0.58 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
41 0.52 0.21 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
42 0.70 0.17 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Invalid
43 0.70 0.34 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
44 0.56 0.33 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
45 0.56 0.59 ≥0.30  ≤0.70 ≥0.25 Valid
Based on the try out test result, 21 items of the questionnaire were
invalid. The item numbers which are invalid are 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 17,
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18, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 34, 35, 36, 39, 41, and 42. Those items were
dropped. Thus, the item of questionnaire remained 24 items.
2. Reliability of Instruments
After computing the validity of instruments, the researcher checked
its reliability. According to Frankael and Wallen (2009:147), reliability is
consistency of scores or answers from one administration of an
instrument to another, and from one set of item to another. The
researcher used Alpha Cronbach. In analyzing the data of the
instruments, the researcher used SPSS version 16.0 for questionnaire and
Iteman Program for vocabulary test. The instruments are called reliable if
the value of Alpha Cronbach is 0.7 or higher (Frankael and Wallen,
2009:157).
Table 3.9 Reliability of Creativity Questionnaire and Vocabulary
Test
Variable Alpha Required Alpha Description
X1 0.847 0.7 Reliable
X2 0.754 0.7 Reliable
F. Technique of Analyzing Data
After collecting data as stated above, the next step is analyzing the
data to know whether there is a positive correlation between students’
creativity and vocabulary mastery toward their English achievement. In this
research, the researcher used analysis as follows:
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1. Pre-requisite Analysis
In terms of correlation, it was necessary to know whether the
data was normal for each variable and linear between two variables.
a. Normality Test
In this study, normality test is used to find out whether the
data of creativity questionnaire, vocabulary test, and English
achievement is normal or not. The writer used I-Sample
Kolmogorow-Smirnov in SPSS version 16.0. To determine whether
the frequency distribution of each variable is normal or not is done
by looking at the price indicated. If p-value is higher than 0.05
means the data is normally distributed. The steps can be seen as
follows:
1) Open SPSS application, make sure that the data of all variables
are ready and click “Analyze”, “Nonparametric Test”, and
“1_Sample K-S”.
2) Move X1, X2, and Y to test variable list column and mark
“Normal” on test distribution list, then click “Ok”.
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3) The result of normality test shows on the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov column.
b. Linearity Test
Linearity test is used to determine the relationship between
independent variables and the dependent variable is linear or not.
The relationships between the variables to be tested linearity are the
correlation between students’ creativity and their English
achievement, and the correlation between students’ vocabulary
mastery and their English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammdiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018. Linearity test is conducted to measure the level of
linearity between the independent variables with the dependent
variable. In addition, the computer software, such as SPSS version
16.0, was used to assist the writer in analyzing the data. The steps
can be seen as follows:
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1) Open SPSS application, make sure that the data of all variables
are ready and click “Analyze”, then “Compare Means” and
“Means”.
2) Move Y to Dependent List column and X1 or X2 to
Independents List column. Then, click “Options”.
3) Click “Standard Deviation” in Cell Statistics and mark “Test for
Linearity” in Statistics for First Layer. Click “Continue” and
“OK”.
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4) The result of linearity test shows on “Anova”
table.
2. Hypothesis Testing
To test the first and second hypothesis saying that there is a
positive and significance correlation between students’ creativity and
their English achievement and between students’ vocabulary mastery and
their English achievement, the researcher used SPSS version 16.0 and the
steps can be seen as follows:
a. Open SPSS application, make sure that the data of all variables
are ready and click “Analyze” and “Correlate”,  then click
“Bivariate”.
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b. Move X1 and Y or X2 and Y to the variable list column. Click
“Pearson” in the correlation coefficient. Then, click “ Two-tailed” in
the test of significance. Click “Ok”.
c. The result of hypothesis testing shows on “Correlations”
table.
To test the third hypothesis saying there is a positive and
significant correlation between students’ creativity and vocabulary
mastery toward their English achievement, the researcher also used SPSS
version 16.0 and the steps can be seen as follows:
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a. Open SPSS application, make sure that the data of all variables are
ready and click “Analyze”, then “Regression” and “Linear”.
b. Move Y to Dependent List column and move X1 and X2 to
Independents List column. Then, click “Statistics”.
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c. The next step is mark “Estimate”, “Model fit”, and “R squared
change”. Then, click “Continue” and “OK”.
d. The result of hypothesis testing shows on “Model Summary”
table.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter discusses about the research findings and the discussion.
Research findings consist of data decription and data analysis. There are
normality, linearity, and hypothesis tests in the data analysis, and the last was
discussion of research findings.
A. Research Findings
1. Data Description
The results of the students’ creativity, vocabulary mastery, and
English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-
Kautsar PK Kartasura was determined by calculating the students’
answers of the qustionnaire, test, and scoring result of English final exam
in the second semester. Then, the data was analyzed. It is presented in the
form of mean, median, mode, standard deviation, variance, range, the
highest score, the lowest score, and the total score.
a. Creativity
The data of creativity was collected by using questionnaire and
computed by using SPSS version 16.0. The data of creativity can be
seen in Table 4.1 below:
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Table 4.1 Data Description of Creativity
Statistics
X1
N Valid 58
Missing 0
Mean 103.71
Std. Error of Mean 1.068
Median 103.50
Mode 100
Std. Deviation 8.137
Variance 66.211
Range 34
Minimum 88
Maximum 122
Sum 6015
Based in Table 4.1, it is known the highest score of creativity
is 122 and the lowest score is 88, so the range is 34. The mean or
average score is 103.71. The median and mode of creativity score are
103.50 and 100. The variance and standard deviation of the score are
66.211 and 8.137. The sum or the total score of the data is 6015.
The frequency of creativity score can be seen in the following
histogram:
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Figure 4.1 Histogram of Creativity
From Figure 4.1 above, it shows there is a student who got
score in interval 85-89. There are five students who got score in
interval 90-94. There are fourteen students who got score in interval
95-99. There are twelve students who got score in interval 100-104.
There are twelve students who got score in interval 105-109. There are
six students who got score in interval 110-114. There are six students
who got score in interval 115-119. There are two students who got
score in interval 120-124.
b. Vocabulary Mastery
The data of vocabulary mastery was collected by using test and
computed by using SPSS version 16.0. The data of vocabulary
mastery can be seen in Table 4.2 below:
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Table 4.2 Data Description of Vocabulary Mastery
Statistics
X2
N Valid 58
Missing 0
Mean 72.28
Std. Error of Mean 1.039
Median 71.00
Mode 75
Std. Deviation 7.916
Variance 62.659
Range 34
Minimum 58
Maximum 92
Sum 4192
Based in Table 4.2, it is known the highest score of vocabulary
mastery is 92 and the lowest score is 58, so the range is 34. The mean
or average score is 72.28. The median and mode of vocabulary
mastery score are 71 and 75. The variance and standard deviation of
the score are 62.659 and 7.916. The sum or the total score of the data
is 4192.
The frequency of vocabulary mastery score can be seen in the
following histogram:
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Figure 4.2 Histogram of Vocabulary Mastery
From Figure 4.2 above, it shows there are three students who
got score in interval 55-59. There are nine students who got score in
interval 60-64. There are nine students who got score in interval 65-
69. There are twelve students who got score in interval 70-74. There
are sixteen students who got score in interval 75-79. There are six
students who got score in interval 80-84. There are two students who
got score in interval 85-89. There is a student who got score in interval
90-94.
c. English Achievement
The data of English achievement was collected by using
documentation and computed by using SPSS version 16.0. The data of
English achievement can be seen in Table 4.3 below:
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Table 4.3 Data Description of English Achievement
Statistics
Y
N Valid 58
Missing 0
Mean 74.81
Std. Error of Mean .609
Median 73.00
Mode 70
Std. Deviation 4.639
Variance 21.525
Range 20
Minimum 70
Maximum 90
Sum 4339
Based in Table 4.3, it is known the highest score of English
achievement is 90 and the lowest score is 70, so the range is 20. The
mean or average score is 74.81. The median and mode of English
achievement score are 73 and 70. The variance and standard deviation
of the score are 21.525 and 4.639. The sum or the total score of the
data is 4339.
The frequency of English achievement score can be seen in the
following histogram:
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Figure 4.3 Histogram of English Achievement
From Figure 4.3 above, it shows there are thirty one students
who got score in interval 70-74. There are nineteen students who got
score in interval 75-79. There are five students who got score in
interval 80-84. There are two students who got score in interval 85-89.
There is a student who got score in interval 90-94.
2. Data Analysis
a. Normality Test
The normality test is to know whether the data taken is normally
distributed or not. The normality data of students’ creativity,
vocabulary mastery, and English achievement are analyzed using
SPSS version 16.0. The criteria of this test’s result are:
1) The distribution of data is normal if the value of sig (significance)
> 0.05.
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2) The distribution of data is not normal if the value of sig
(significance) < 0.05
The result of normality test can be seen in the following table:
Table 4.4 Result of Normality Testing
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
X1 X2 Y
N 58 58 58
Normal Parametersa Mean 103.71 72.28 74.81
Std. Deviation 8.137 7.916 4.639
Most Extreme
Differences
Absolute .107 .110 .173
Positive .107 .110 .173
Negative -.055 -.074 -.150
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .812 .834 1.320
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .524 .490 .061
a. Test distribution is Normal.
Based on the result above, it shows that the significance value of
creativity (X1) is 0.524. This value is higher than 0.05, so it can be
concluded that data of creativity is normal. The significance value of
vocabulary mastery (X2) is 0.490. This value is higher than 0.05, so it
can be concluded that data of vocabulary mastery is normal. Then, the
significance value of English achievement (Y) is 0.061. This value is
higher than 0.05, so it can be concluded that data of English
achievement is normal.
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b. Linearity Test
After computing normality test then the researcher continued to
analyze the linearity test. Linearity test is used to know whether the
relation between dependent and independent variables is linear or not.
To test the linearity, the researcher used SPSS version 16.0. The
variables have linearity based on testing criteria. The variables are
linier if the value of sig (significance) >0.05. The result of linearity
test can be seen in the following table:
Table 4.5 Result of Linearity Testing between X1 and Y
ANOVA Table
Sum of
Squares df
Mean
Square F Sig.
Y *
X1
Between
Groups
(Combined) 909.464 27 33.684 3.183 .001
Linearity
431.266 1 431.266
40.75
6
.000
Deviation from
Linearity
478.198 26 18.392 1.738 .073
Within Groups 317.450 30 10.582
Total 1226.914 57
From Table 4.5, the significance value of linearity between
creativity (X1) and English achievement (Y) above is 0.073. It means
that the value is higher than 0.05. It can be concluded that X1 and Y is
linear.
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Table 4.6 Result of Linearity Testing between X2 and Y
ANOVA Table
Sum of
Squares df
Mean
Square F Sig.
Y *
X2
Between
Groups
(Combined) 913.569 9 101.508 15.550 .000
Linearity
806.344 1 806.344
123.52
1
.000
Deviation from
Linearity
107.226 8 13.403 2.053 .060
Within Groups 313.344 48 6.528
Total 1226.914 57
From Table 4.6, the significance value of linearity between
vocabulary mastery (X2) and English achievement (Y) above is 0.060.
It is higher than 0.05. It can be concluded that X2 and Y is linear.
c. Hypothesis Testing
Since the data of students’ creativity, vocabulary mastery and
English achievement is normally distributed and the relation between
variables is linear, the researcher tested the first and second
hypotheses using Pearson Product Moment and tested the third
hypothesis using Multiple Linear Regression in SPSS version 16.0.
The result of the computation shows the coefficient of correlation. The
interpretation of correlation coefficient as follows:
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Table 4.7 Level of Correlation
No Interval of Coefficient Interpretation
1 0.00 – 0.199 Very weak
2 0.20 – 0.399 Weak
3 0.40 – 0.599 Moderate
4 0.60 – 0.799 Strong
5 0.80 – 1.00 Very strong
(Sugiyono, 2012:184)
1) First hypothesis
The first hypothesis said that there is a positive and
significant correlation between students’ creativity (X1) and
English achievement (Y) at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018. The statistical hypotheses of the first hypothesis are:
a) Ho : rx1y ≤ 0, there is no positive correlation between X1 and Y
b) Ha : rx1y > 0, there is a positive correlation between X1 and Y
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Table 4.8 Result of Correlation between X1 and Y
Correlations
X1 Y
X1 Pearson Correlation 1 .593**
Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 58 58
Y Pearson Correlation .593** 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 58 58
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).
Based in Table 4.8, the computation showed that the
coefficient of correlation between X1 and Y is 0.593. It is higher
than 0, so it means there is positive correlation between X1 and Y.
It also place in the range of 0.40 – 0.599 which indicates
moderate correlation. The significant value is 0.000 and it is
lower than 0.05. It means there is significant correlation between
X1 and Y. It can be stated that Ho is rejected and Ha saying there
is a positive and significant correlation between students’
creativity (X1) and English achievement (Y) is accepted.
Table 4.9 Coefficient Determination X1 toward Y
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted R
Square
Std. Error of the
Estimate
1 .593a .352 .340 3.769
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From Table 4.9, the coefficient determination that shows
the contribution of X1 toward Y is 0.352. It means that 35.2%
variance of English achievement is influenced by creativity, while
the other 64.8% is influenced by other factors.
2) Second hypothesis
The second hypothesis said that there is a positive and
significant correlation between students’ vocabulary mastery (X2)
and English achievement (Y) at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018. The statistical hypotheses of the second hypothesis are:
a) Ho : rx2y ≤ 0, there is no positive correlation between X2 and Y
b) Ha : rx2y > 0, there is a positive correlation between X2 and Y
Table 4.10 Result of Correlation between X2 and Y
Correlations
Y X2
Y Pearson Correlation 1 .811**
Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 58 58
X2 Pearson Correlation .811** 1
Sig. (1-tailed) .000
N 58 58
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).
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Based in Table 4.10, the computation showed that the
coefficient of correlation between X2 and Y is 0.811. It is higher
than 0, so it means there is positive correlation between X2 and Y.
It also place in the range of 0.80 – 1.00 which indicates very
strong correlation. The significant value is 0.000 and it is lower
than 0.05. It means there is significant correlation between X2 and
Y. It can be stated that Ho is rejected and Ha saying there is a
positive and significant correlation between students’ vocabulary
mastery (X2) and English achievement (Y) is accepted.
Table 4.11 Coefficient Determination X2 toward Y
Model Summary
Model R R Square
Adjusted R
Square
Std. Error of the
Estimate
1 .811a .657 .651 2.740
From Table 4.11, the coefficient determination that shows
the contribution of X2 toward Y is 0.657. It means that 65.7%
variance of English achievement is influenced by vocabulary
mastery, while the other 34.3 % is influenced by other factors.
c) Third hypothesis
The third hypothesis said that there is a positive and
correlation between students’ creativity (X1) and vocabulary
mastery (X2) toward their English achievement (Y) at the eighth
grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the
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academic year 2017/2018. The statistical hypotheses of the third
hypothesis are:
a) Ho : Rxy ≤ 0, there is no positive between X1, X2,, and Y
b) Ha : Rxy > 0, there is a positive correlation between X1, X2, and
Y
Table 4.12 Result of Correlation and Coefficient Determination
between X1 and X2, toward Y
Model Summary
Model R
R
Square
Adjusted
R Square
Std.
Error of
the
Estimate
Change Statistics
R Square
Change
F
Change df1 df2
Sig. F
Change
1 .811a .658 .645 2.764 .658 52.823 2 55 .000
Based in Table 4.12, the computation showed that the
coefficient of correlation between X1 and X2, toward Y is 0.811. It
is higher than 0, so it means there is positive correlation X1 and
X2, toward Y. It also place in the range of 0.80 – 1.00 which
indicates very strong correlation. The significant value is 0.000
and it is lower than 0.05. It means there is significant correlation
X1 and X2 toward Y. It can be stated that Ho is rejected and Ha
saying there is a positive and significant correlation between
students’ creativity (X1) and vocabulary mastery (X2) toward
English achievement (Y) is accepted.
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The coefficient determination that shows the contribution
of X1 and X2 toward Y is 0.658. It means that 65.8% variance of
English achievement is influenced by creativity and vocabulary
mastery, while the other 34.2% is influenced by other factors.
B. Discussions
The result of the research shows that there is a positive and significant
correlation between students’ creativity and vocabulary mastery toward
English achievement. A positive correlation means that the increase of
creativity and vocabulary mastery is followed by the increase of English
achievement. It creates an assumption that English achievement can be
predicted from creativity and vocabulary mastery.
From the data description, the result of creativity questionnaire shows
that the highest score is 122 and the lowest score is 88. The mean of total
score is 103.71. The median and mode of creativity are 103.50 and 100. The
result of vocabulary test shows the highest score is 92 and the lowest is 58.
The mean of total score is 72.28. The median and mode of vocabulary score
are 71 and 75. Then, the highest score of English achievement is 90 and the
lowest is 70. The mean score is 74.81. The median and mode of English
achievement score are 73 and 70.
After analyzing the correlation between the variables, a discussion can
be given as follows. The discussion will emphasize more on finding the
possible causes of the result of the study. Since the computation of the
normality and linearity, the researcher continues to hypothesis test.
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The result of the first hypothesis testing shows that the coefficient
correlation between creativity and English achievement is 0.593 (sig.
0.000<0.05). It is found that there is a positive and significant correlation
between students’ creativity (X1) and English achievement (Y) at the eighth
grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year
2017/2018. It can be stated that the alternative hypothesis is accepted. The
level of correlation is moderate correlation. Creativity has contribution to
English achievement as much as 35.2%. It means that the increase of
creativity will be followed by the increase of English achievement. The
higher student’s creativity, the higher his English achievement will be.
According to Beld (2014:68) creativity is thinking outside of the box,
knowing to take a different route than most people would go into. This can
mean a new idea, but also taking an existing something and shooting at it
from a completely different angle. Students who have high creativity will
have bigger opportunity in creating ideas to solve problems. It is useful in
learning. The students can generate ideas and deliver ideas more fluency to
answer the questions or challenges in the book or given by teacher in English
learning. By answering the questions and challenges well, it can improve
their English achievement.
The second hypothesis testing shows that the coefficient correlation
between vocabulary mastery and English achievement is 0.811 (sig.
0.000<0.05). It is found that there is a positive and significant correlation
between students’ vocabulary mastery (X2) and English achievement (Y) at
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the eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the
academic year 2017/2018. It can be stated that the alternative hypothesis is
accepted. The level of correlation is very strong correlation. Vocabulary
mastery has contribution to English achievement as much as 65.7%. It means
that the increase of vocabulary mastery will be followed by the increase of
English achievement.
According to Richards (2002:255), vocabulary is the core component
of language proficiency and provides much of the basis for how well learners
speak, listen, read, and write. Students who master many vocabularies can
master its language more easily because they understand what the words
mean. They can also have good skills in English. Furthermore, mastering
vocabulary can also improve their English achievement.
From the third hypothesis testing, the coefficient correlation among
creativity, vocabulary mastery, and English achievement is 0.811 (sig.
0.000<0.05). It means there is a positive and significant correlation between
students’ creativity (X1) and vocabulary mastery (X2) toward their English
achievement (Y) at the eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK
Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018. It can be stated that the alternative
hypothesis is accepted. The level of correlation is very strong correlation.
Creativity and vocabulary mastery have contribution to English achievement
as much as 65.8%. It means that the increase of creativity will be followed by
the increase of English achievement. Thus, the variable of creativity and
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vocabulary mastery can be used as the predictor to measure the English
achievement.
Students’ creativity and vocabulary mastery have positive and
significant role in English achievement. Both creativity and vocabulary
mastery can improve their English achievement. The teacher should create the
process of English learning which can increase creativity and vocabulary
mastery. As a result, it gives contribution for students’ English achievement.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION, AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on the previous chapters, in this chapter the researcher describes the
conclusion. It also provides implication and recommendation for both teacher and
students involved in the learning process.
A. Conclusion
From the discussion on the previous chapter, the researcher describes
the conclusion as follow:
There is a positive and significant correlation between students’
creativity and English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018
(rx1y= 0.593, sig 0.000<0.05). Creativity has contribution to English
achievement as much as 35.2%, while the other 64.8% is contributed by other
factors. It means English achievement will follow the increase or decrease of
creativity.
There is a positive and significant correlation between students’
vocabulary mastery and English achievement at the eighth grade of SMP
Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the academic year 2017/2018
(rx2y= 0.811, sig 0.000<0.05). Vocabulary mastery has contribution to English
achievement as much as 65.7%, while the other 34.3% is contributed by other
factors. It means English achievement will follow the increase or decrease of
vocabulary mastery.
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There is a positive and significant correlation between students’
creativity and vocabulary mastery toward their English achievement at the
eighth grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK Kartasura in the
academic year 2017/2018 (Rxy= 0.811, sig 0.000<0.05). Creativity and
vocabulary mastery have contribution to English achievement as much as
65.8%, while the other 34.2% is contributed by other factors. It means
English achievement will follow the increase or decrease of creativity and
vocabulary mastery.
B. Implication
Based on the conclusion above, it is found that creativity and
vocabulary mastery have a contribution to English achievement. It is 65.8%.
Therefore, the two variables can’t be ignored in the effort of improving
English achievement.
Creativity and vocabulary mastery are two important factors that
affect English achievement. Those factors have to be increased in order to
increase the students’ English achievement. Teacher, parents, and
environment play important role to help the students doing it.
C. Suggestion
Based on conclusion and implication above, the researcher gives some
suggestions bellow:
1. For the teacher
a. The teacher should understand that every student has different
creativity.
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b. The teacher should improve the students’ creativity by giving
challenging task/game to them.
c. The students’ vocabulary should be improved. If their vocabulary
improves, it will be followed by their improvement in English skills.
2. For the students
a. The students should increase their creativity by looking for
information related to material taught and challenging themselves to
answer questions.
b. The students should improve their vocabulary mastery since it is
important for them. To get new vocabulary is not only from the
teacher, they can obtain by getting interaction and communication out
of the school.
3. For other researchers
The researcher realize that the result of this research is still far
from being perfect, but the researcher expects that this research will be
useful as a reference to the other researchers. Besides that, the research can
be used as a reference to develop similar study.
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Appendix 1. List of Students
1.1 List of Students Joining Try Out
1.2 List of Students Joining Research
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1.1 List of Students Joining Try Out
VIII A of MTs Negeri 13 Boyolali
NO NAME
1 AHMAD ZAINUL MUHTAR
2 AMIN SUDARYONO
3 ANANG DWI NUGROHO
4 ANI FEBRIANI
5 ANI RAHMAWATI
6 DINA SILFIANA PUTRIA
7 FAJAR MAULANA
8 FINA QOLIFATUN NAFIAH
9 FITRIA UMI MUSLIMAH
10 LESTARI
11 M. AZIZ MUSTOFA
12 M. FAQIH AL CHAMAM
13 M. IMAR SIDIQ
14 MUH KHOIRURROZIQIN
15 MUSPITA
16 RAVA VATA AQILIA
17 RISMA AYU LISTIANA DEWI
18 SEPTY YUNITA SETIYANI
19 SHATSIA SETYA AYU HERERA
20 SITI MUSAROFAH
21 SITI RIYANI
22 SOFYA ROHMATUL UMMAH
23 YUDA KURNIAWAN
24 YUNI SULISTYOWATI
25 INDRA APRILIANSYAH
26 DEWI ARTIKA PUTRI
27 CUCU SEKAR PRISKASARI
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1.2 List of Students Joining Research
VIII A.R. Fachruddin
SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK
NO NAME
1 AFRIZAL TAUFIQURROHMAN
2 ANNISA KURNIA FITRI
3 AYANG TARISNA
4 BAGAS IMAM UTOMO
5 CHAHYA ADI NINGRUM
6 DHIYA TSANNA ULHAQ
7 DZAKY FADLI ATHA HILMY
8 FABIAN DAMARIO OKTAVIANO
9 FAIZ NUR ARSALAN
10 FARID KHALIS BILLAH
11 HANIFAH YAFFA EKA PUTRI
12 HASNA' ALIFA
13 ILHAM MAJID
14 MUHAMMAD IFFAN FAUZI HUSNA
15 MUHAMMAD IZZA AQUEILA WAFI
16 MUHAMMAD MA'RUF FIRDAUS
17 MUHAMMAD THARIQ RIZAL
18 NABILA EKI FAJAR FERINA
19 NABILA SAFINA
20 NADHIFA NAJWA
21 NISRINA INDAH TIARA PUTRI
22 NUGROHO SURYO ADI WIBOWO
23 OKTAVIA NABIRA PRAMESTHI
24 SAJIDAN SYAKURAN
25 SALSABIILA NUUR HUSNIYYAH
26 SANDY PERLA ARYADUTA
27 SASKIA KALISA NAFARIZKY
28 SHAKA FADIL EKA ATMAJA
29 THALITA ALINA RAISSA
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VIII Buya Hamka
SMP Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar PK
NO NAME
1 AHMAD TAUFIQ
2 ARIJA MAHARANI BANUWARLAN
3 ARWINA NURUL HAMIDAH
4 AVIKA RIZKY  HIDAYAH
5 BAMBIO FRIGO TAURULEO
6 BRILYAN ALKA FAUZI
7 CAVEENA CITRA ANNISA JAUHARI
8 DUFFAN INDRAWAN MUNIR ASSEGAF
9 FABIAN FADEL FIRMANSYAH
10 FADHIL MUHAMMAD
11 FARREL HERRON RASYID ADI PRADANA
12 FELIA MUTIARA ARDANA
13 HISYAM SAIFUL FATAH
14 IVAN NUR RAMANDANI
15 KALYANA FALEN DANASWARA
16 KEYLA ARLIAN ZALFA DHAVIA
17 KHOIRUL DIAH AYU NABILA
18 LUTFI PROBO UTOMO
19 MADA KUMBA AVICENNA
20 MUHAMMAD ASAFA BARUNA AIRLANGGA
21 MUHAMMAD NAUFAL AULIA DAROJAT
22 NABILA ZULFA NUR LATIFA
23 NASYWA ARDELIA ZERLINA
24 NASYWA LUBAB AL AMIN
25 SAIFUL ADHIB
26 SULTAN CAESAR AL-ZAKY
27 SYAHDADITO ASHARI JOFANANDA
28 UMI AULIA RAHMA HAPSARI
29 WILDAN FARIS ASHARI
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Appendix 2. Blue Print and Instruments
2.1 Blue Print and Instrument of Creativity (Try Out)
2.2 Blue Print and Instrument of Creativity (Test)
2.3 Blue Print and Instrument of Vocabulary Mastery
(Try Out)
2.4 Blue Print and Instrument of Vocabulary Mastery
(Test)
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2.1 Blue Print and Instrument of Creativity (Try Out)
The Blue Print of Creativity Questionnaire
(Try Out)
Concept Indicator Item Number Total
Creativity is human
ability in generating
something new and
original to solve the
problems. It also
refers to the
characteristics of
creative people
which consist of
aptitude traits
(fluency, flexibility,
originality and
elaboration) and
non-aptitude traits
(imaginative,
curiosity, risk-taker)
Aptitude trait
1. Fluency
2. Flexibility
3. Originality
4. Elaboration
Non-aptitude trait
1. Imaginative
2. High curiosity
3. Risk-taker
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
7, 8, 9, 10
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25
26, 27, 28, 29, 30
31, 32, 33, 34, 35
36, 37, 38, 39, 40
6
4
8
7
5
5
5
40
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Questionnaire of Creativity
(Try Out)
Petunjuk pengisisan:
1. Jawablah pertanyaan-pertanyaan dibawah ini dengan jujur.
2. Berikan tanda check list (√) pada jawaban yang Anda pilih.
Keterangan:
SS = SANGAT SESUAI
S = SESUAI
N = NETRAL
TS = TIDAK SESUAI
STS = SANGAT TIDAK SESUAI
No Pertanyaan SS S N TS STS
1 Saya kesulitan dalam memberikan pendapat atau ide-ide.
2 Saya sering memberi saran kepada teman-teman saya.
3 Saya dapat memahami materi yang disampaikan olehguru tanpa harus disampaikan berulang-ulang.
4 Ketika guru memberikan pertanyaan, saya dapat
menjawabnya dengan mudah.
5 Saya mengalami kesulitan dalam menjawab pertanyaanguru secara langsung.
6 Ketika mengerjakan soal, saya tidak dapat mendugadengan cepat jawaban-jawabannya.
7 Ketika berdiskusi, saya selalu memberi tanggapan
terhadap apa yang diungkapkan oleh teman saya.
8
Saya menggunakan benda lain yang bukan fungsinya
jika benda yang semestinya dibutuhkan tidak ada.
(Misalnya kartu pelajar digunakan sebagai penggaris)
9 Saya memiliki cara pandang yang berbeda dengan
teman-teman saya.
10 Saya tidak dapat memikirkan macam-macam cara yangberbeda untuk memecahkan masalah.
11 Saya berusaha menyelesaikan atau mengerjakan tugas
sendiri.
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12
Ketika mengerjakan soal, saya sering menyalin
jawaban teman.
13 Saya suka mengungkapkan pendapat dari pikiran saya
sendiri daripada meniru orang lain.
14 Saya sering menemukan ide yang tergolong aneh.
15 Saya selalu mengandalkan pemikiran teman-teman
saya.
16 Saya suka menjawab soal dengan menggunakan kata-kata saya sendiri.
17 Saya suka menjawab pertanyaan dengan menggunakankata-kata persis yang ada dibuku.
18 Ketika mengerjakan soal, saya mampu memikirkanjawaban yang jarang terpikirkan oleh orang lain.
19 Saya merasa puas ketika mengutarakan pendapat
secara jelas.
20
Saya tidak suka bila guru memberi soal dan langsung
membahasnya, tanpa memberi kesempatan siswa untuk
mengerjakan terlebih dulu.
21 Menurut saya, pendapat yang saya sampaikan mudahdipahami.
22 Saya tidak suka menjelaskan pendapat saya secara
rinci.
23 Saya dapat mengungkapkan pendapat secara jelas dan
tepat.
24 Saya suka menjawab pertanyaan secara singkat.
25 Saya suka ketika mendapat tugas mengarang cerita.
26 Saya dapat membayangkan gambar/cerita/soal yangdisampaikan oleh guru secara lisan.
27 Saya kurang pandai dalam menafsirkangambar/cerita/masalah yang dikemukakan oleh guru.
28
Ketika guru memberikan tugas, saya dapat
membayangkan langkah-langkah dalam
menyelesaikannya.
29 Ketika membaca cerita, saya dapat membayangkannya
meskipun hanya sekali baca.
30 Saya lebih suka membaca cerita yang bergambardibanding cerita yang berisi tulisan.
31 Saya jarang memperhatikan benda-benda atau orang-
orang disekitar saya.
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32 Saya selalu bertanya kepada orang lain mengenai suatuhal yang belum saya mengerti.
33 Saya hanya diam walaupun belum paham dengan
materi yang diajarkan guru.
34 Saya selalu mencari tahu tentang materi di internet agarlebih paham.
35 Saya selalu memperhatikan apa yang sedang dilakukan
orang lain.
36 Saya takut salah ketika diminta guru mengerjakan soaldidepan kelas.
37
Ketika menyampaikan pendapat, saya tidak masalah
ketika teman-teman saya tidak memperdulikan
pendapat saya.
38 Saya berani mengungkapkan pendapat, meskipun akandikritik.
39 Saya berani menjawab soal yang guru berikan,
walaupun belum tentu benar.
40 Saya tidak suka jika ada teman yang mengkritik saya.
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2.2 Blue Print and Instrument of Creativity (Test)
The Blue Print of Creativity Questionnaire
(Test)
Concept Indicator Item Number Total
Creativity is human
ability in generating
something new and
original to solve the
problems. It also refers
to the characteristics of
creative people which
consist of aptitude traits
(fluency, flexibility,
originality and
elaboration) and non-
aptitude traits
(imaginative, curiosity,
risk-taker)
Aptitude trait
1. Fluency
2. Flexibility
3. Originality
4. Elaboration
Non-aptitude trait
1. Imaginative
2. High curiosity
3. Risk-taker
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
7, 8
9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15
16, 17, 18, 19, 20
21, 22, 23, 24
25, 26
27, 28, 29, 30
6
2
7
5
4
2
4
30
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Questionnaire of Creativity
(Test)
Petunjuk pengisisan:
1. Jawablah pertanyaan-pertanyaan dibawah ini dengan jujur.
2. Berikan tanda check list (√) pada jawaban yang Anda pilih.
Keterangan:
SS = SANGAT SESUAI
S = SESUAI
N = NETRAL
TS = TIDAK SESUAI
STS = SANGAT TIDAK SESUAI
No Pertanyaan SS S N TS STS
1 Saya kesulitan dalam memberikan pendapat atau ide-ide.
2 Saya sering memberi saran kepada teman-teman saya.
3 Saya dapat memahami materi yang disampaikan olehguru tanpa harus disampaikan berulang-ulang.
4 Ketika guru memberikan pertanyaan, saya dapat
menjawabnya dengan mudah.
5 Saya mengalami kesulitan dalam menjawab pertanyaanguru secara langsung.
6 Ketika mengerjakan soal, saya tidak dapat mendugadengan cepat jawaban-jawabannya.
7 Ketika berdiskusi, saya selalu memberi tanggapan
terhadap apa yang diungkapkan oleh teman saya.
8 Saya tidak dapat memikirkan macam-macam cara yangberbeda untuk memecahkan masalah.
9 Saya berusaha menyelesaikan atau mengerjakan tugas
sendiri.
10 Ketika mengerjakan soal, saya sering menyalin jawaban
teman saya.
11 Saya suka mengungkapkan pendapat dari pikiran saya
sendiri daripada meniru orang lain.
12 Saya selalu mengandalkan pemikiran teman-teman
saya.
13 Saya suka menjawab soal dengan menggunakan kata-
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kata saya sendiri.
14 Saya suka menjawab pertanyaan dengan menggunakankata-kata persis yang ada dibuku.
15 Ketika mengerjakan soal, saya mampu memikirkanjawaban yang jarang terpikirkan oleh orang lain.
16 Saya merasa puas ketika mengutarakan pendapat secarajelas.
17
Saya tidak suka bila guru memberi soal dan langsung
membahasnya, tanpa memberi kesempatan siswa untuk
mengerjakan terlebih dulu.
18 Menurut saya, pendapat yang saya sampaikan mudahdipahami.
19 Saya tidak suka menjelaskan pendapat saya secara rinci.
20 Saya suka ketika mendapat tugas mengarang cerita.
21 Saya dapat membayangkan gambar/cerita/soal yangdisampaikan oleh guru secara lisan.
22 Saya kurang pandai dalam menafsirkangambar/cerita/masalah yang dikemukakan oleh guru.
23
Ketika guru memberikan tugas, saya dapat
membayangkan langkah-langkah dalam
menyelesaikannya.
24 Saya lebih suka membaca cerita yang bergambardibanding cerita yang berisi tulisan.
25 Saya selalu bertanya kepada orang lain mengenai suatuhal yang belum saya mengerti.
26 Saya hanya diam walaupun belum paham dengan
materi yang diajarkan guru.
27 Saya takut salah ketika diminta guru mengerjakan soaldidepan kelas.
28 Saya berani mengungkapkan pendapat, meskipun akandikritik.
29 Saya berani menjawab soal yang guru berikan
walaupun belum tentu benar.
30 Saya tidak suka jika ada teman yang mengkritik saya.
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2.3 Blue Print and Instrument of Vocabulary Mastery (Try Out)
The Blue Print of Vocabulary Mastery
(Try Out)
Concept Indicator Item Number Total
Vocabulary
mastery is
considered as the
most important
part in learning a
language. It is
possible for
students to speak,
read, listen, and
write a foreign
language well
1. Synonym
2. Antonym
3. Grammar
4. Translation
5. Word
Formation
6. Appropriateness
7. Collocation
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10
11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20
21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29
30, 31, 32, 33, 36,
37, 38, 39
34, 35
40, 42, 43, 45
41, 44
10
10
9
8
2
4
2
45
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Vocabulary Mastery Test
(Try Out)
Berilah tanda silang (X) pada huruf a, b, c, atau d pada jawaban yang menurut
Anda paling benar dari soal-soal berikut ini.
For item number 1-10
Find the synonym of the underlined
word!
1. Fady is a smart boy.
a. stupid d. good
b. lazy c. clever
2. Fita likes eating burger and pizza.
a. hate d. dislike
b. love c. want
3. AgnezMo is a popular singer in
Indonesia.
a. famous d. nice
b. unknown c. infamous
4. I look for information in internet.
a. get c. search
b. know d. find
5. My mother makes some delicious
cakes for me.
a. bad smell c. stale flavor
b. bitter taste d. nice taste
6. Elephant is the largest land animal
in the world.
a. heaviest c. longest
b. biggest d. fattest
7. Happy Birthday! We wish you
always be healthy and happy.
a. want c. look
b. hope d. ask
8. We invite you to join us on
School Anniversary on Friday 11th
May 2018.
a. ask c. tell
b. force d. persuade
9. I got a bad news. Raffi’s father
passed away last night.
a. hospitalize c. death
b. die d. fall
10. We go around and watch various
animals.
a. different c. wild
b. similar d. mean
c.
For item number 11-20
Find the antonym of the underlined
word!
11. This task is very difficult.
a. hard c. diferent
b. easy d. same
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12. Why are you so arrogant?
a. diligent c. humble
b. stupid d. brilliant
13. My uncle buys a new car.
a. sells c. brings
b. bought d. purchases
14. The answer is wrong.
a. right c. incorrect
b. false d. bad
15. I am glad to meet you
a. happy c. sad
b. please d. nice
16. It is dangerous. Don’t cross the
line.
a. hazardous c. risky
b. safe d. warning
17. It is hot outside.
a. warm c. cold
b. breezy d. stormy
18. Romi is the tallest boy in the
class.
a. smallest c. lowest
b. shortest d. worst
19. I hope you will win the
competition.
a. pass c. lose
b. won d. champion
20. Kangaroos have long and strong
back legs.
a. powerful c. brave
b. hard d. weak
21. There _____ two books on the
desk.
a. is c. do
b. was d. are
22. I always ______ (mencuci) my
shoes in every Sunday.
a. wonder c. wonders
b. wash d. washes
23. My sister ______ to school by
bicycle everyday.
a. going c. goes
b. go d. went
24. She _____ brown eyes.
a. has c. is
b. have d. get
25. ___ child ran across the street.
a. It c. A
b. An d. Some
26. Ana, Nisa, and Gisel _____ my
classmate.
a. are c. is
b. was d. don’t
27. We are _______ (mengunjungi)
our grandma’s house.
a. coming c. visit
b. visiting d. find
28. Lina will _____ a new bag
tomorrow.
a. buys c. buying
b. buy d. bought
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29. She helps ___ mother to prepare
the dinner for the family.
a. him c. his
b. her d. mine
30. I am terrible at Mathematics. The
underlined word means ___.
a. buruk c. mahir
b. sulit d. mudah
31. Don’t feed the animal here. The
underlined word means ______.
a. mengganggu
b. memberi makan
c. memakan
d. menyentuh
32. Sita always sweeps the floor in
the morning. The word ‘sweeps’
means _______.
a. mengepel c. menata
b. mencuci d. menyapu
33. Rhinoceros is one of rare animal
in Indonesia, so we must protect
it. The underlined word means
________.
a. melindungi
b. menyembunyikan
c. menjual
d. merawat
34. My brother _______ watching
television.
a. likely c. dislikes
b. unlike d. unlikely
35. My grandfather walks _______.
a. slow c. slowness
b. slowly d. slowdown
36. They save my mother and father
from the fire. The underlined
word means ________.
a. menyimpan
b. menjaga
c. menyelamatkan
d. menghindari
37. A: “Can I borrow your comic?”
B: “Of course.”
The underlined word means
_______.
a. menjual
b. menyimpan
c. meminjam
d. memindahkan
38. I will celebrate my birthday
party next Saturday. The
underlined word means
_______.
a. mengundang
b. merayakan
c. mengganti
d. menghadiri
39. You have to submit the
assignment on teacher’s desk.
The underlined word means
_______.
a. mengerjakan
b. mengumpulkan
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c. meletakkan
d. memindahkan
40. I ______ a gown at Putri’s birthday
party.
a. use c. buy
b. using d. wear
41. They ______ the money to buy some
books.
a. use c. consume
b. waste d. spend
42. My dad gives my mom a ______ of
flowers.
a. piece c. sheet
b. bouquet d. cup
43. We always drink a _____ of milk in
the morning.
a. cup c. glass
b. plate d. spoon
44. You should ______ your medicine
regularly if you want to get well soon.
a. drink c. take
b. eat d. use
45. I eat a ____ of chicken soup.
a. bowl c. box
b. plate d. slice
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2.4 Blue Print and Instrument of Vocabulary Mastery (Test)
The Blue Print of Vocabulary Mastery
(Test)
Concept Indicator Item Number Total
Vocabulary
mastery is
considered as the
most important
part in learning a
language. It is
possible for
students to speak,
read, listen, and
write a foreign
language well
1. Synonym
2. Antonym
3. Grammar
4. Translation
5. Appropriateness
6. Collocation
1, 2, 3, 4
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
11, 12, 13, 14, 15
16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21
22,  24
23
4
6
5
6
2
1
24
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Vocabulary Mastery Test
(Test)
Berilah tanda silang (X) pada huruf a, b, c, atau d pada jawaban yang menurut
Anda paling benar dari soal-soal berikut ini.
For item number 1-4
Find the synonym of the underlined
word!
1. Fita likes eating burger and pizza.
a. hate d. dislike
b. love c. want
2. I look for information in internet.
a. get c. search
b. know d. find
3. Happy Birthday! We wish you
always be healthy and happy.
a. want c. look
b. hope d. ask
4. We go around and watch various
animals.
a. different c. wild
b. similar d. mean
For item number 5-10
Find the antonym of the underlined
word!
5. This task is very difficult.
a. hard c. different
b. easy d. same
6. My uncle buys a new car.
a. sell c. bring
b. bought d. purchase
7. The answer is wrong.
a. right c. incorrect
b. false d. bad
8. I am glad to meet you
a. happy c. sad
b. please d. nice
9. It is dangerous. Don’t cross the
line.
a. hazardous c. risky
b. safe d. warning
10. Kangaroos have long and strong
back legs.
a. powerful c. brave
b. hard d. weak
11. There __ two books on the desk.
a. is c. do
b. was d. are
12. I always ______ (mencuci) my
shoes in every Sunday.
a. wonder c. wonders
b. wash d. washes
13. ___ child ran across the street.
a. It c. A
b. An d. Some
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14. Ana, Nisa, and Gisel _____ my
classmate.
a. are c. is
b. was d. don’t
15. I am terrible at Mathematics. The
underlined word means ___.
c. buruk c. mahir
d. sulit d. mudah
16. Don’t feed the animal here. The
underlined word means ______.
a. mengganggu
b. memberi makan
c. memakan
d. menyentuh
17. Sita always sweeps the floor in
the morning. The word ‘sweeps’
means _______.
a. mengepel c. menata
b. mencuci d. menyapu
18. Rhinoceros is one of rare animal
in Indonesia, so we must protect
it. The underlined word means
______.
a. melindungi
b. menyembunyikan
c. menjual
d. merawat
19. I will celebrate my birthday party
next Saturday. The underlined
word means _______.
a. mengundang
b. mengganti
c. merayakan
d. menghadiri
20. You have to submit the
assignment on teacher’s desk.
The underlined word means
_______.
a. mengerjakan
b. mengumpulkan
c. meletakkan
d. memindahkan
21. I ______ a gown at Putri’s
birthday party.
a. use c. buy
b. using d. wear
22. We always drink a ____ of milk
in the morning.
a. cup c. glass
b. plate d. spoon
23. You should ____ your medicine
regularly if you want to get well
soon.
a. drink c. take
b. eat d. use
24. I eat a _____ of chicken soup.
a. bowl c. box
b. plate d. slice
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Appendix 3. Result of Try Out
3.1 Tabulation of Creativity
3.2 Validity and Reliability of Creativity
3.3 Tabulation of Vocabulary Mastery
3.4 Validity and Reliability of Vocabulary Mastery
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3.2 Validity and Reliability of Creativity Questionnaire
Case Processing Summary
N %
Cases Valid 27 100.0
Excludeda 0 .0
Total 27 100.0
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's
Alpha N of Items
.847 40
Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
Scale Variance if
Item Deleted
Corrected Item-
Total Correlation
Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted
VAR00001 122.74 212.738 .336 .844
VAR00002 123.04 211.883 .412 .841
VAR00003 122.26 214.584 .359 .843
VAR00004 123.22 213.487 .373 .842
VAR00005 123.30 212.140 .551 .839
VAR00006 123.30 217.063 .349 .843
VAR00007 122.56 213.872 .371 .842
VAR00008 122.26 228.661 -.096 .856
VAR00009 123.11 228.333 -.090 .854
VAR00010 123.19 207.464 .772 .834
VAR00011 122.70 205.140 .525 .837
VAR00012 122.74 209.353 .475 .839
VAR00013 122.89 214.256 .473 .841
VAR00014 123.19 227.311 -.058 .853
VAR00015 123.33 217.000 .421 .842
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VAR00016 122.85 214.131 .370 .842
VAR00017 123.74 213.353 .431 .841
VAR00018 123.22 213.564 .465 .841
VAR00019 122.41 213.481 .370 .842
VAR00020 122.89 211.872 .415 .841
VAR00021 123.07 211.302 .568 .838
VAR00022 123.44 214.487 .498 .840
VAR00023 123.67 225.615 .004 .851
VAR00024 124.44 225.564 .013 .850
VAR00025 123.41 212.789 .408 .841
VAR00026 123.15 215.439 .395 .842
VAR00027 123.19 215.157 .341 .843
VAR00028 123.07 207.225 .698 .835
VAR00029 123.07 224.764 .045 .849
VAR00030 124.22 212.026 .500 .840
VAR00031 122.89 225.179 .045 .849
VAR00032 122.30 215.370 .357 .843
VAR00033 123.07 212.994 .451 .841
VAR00034 122.56 228.026 -.082 .853
VAR00035 123.11 228.564 -.099 .854
VAR00036 123.85 213.746 .368 .842
VAR00037 123.19 225.311 .000 .852
VAR00038 122.96 213.422 .463 .841
VAR00039 123.04 208.499 .672 .836
VAR00040 123.48 214.490 .391 .842
The item is valid if the value of Corrected Item-Total Correlation is higher
than 0.3.
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3.4 Validity and Reliability of Vocabulary Mastery
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3.4 Validity and Reliability of Vocabulary Mastery
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Appendix 4. Students’ Answer Sheet
4.1 Students’ Answer Sheet of Try Out
4.2 Students’ Answer Sheet of Test
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4.1 Students’ Answer Sheet of Try Out
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4.2 Students’ Answer Sheet of Try Out
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Appendix 5. Students’ Score
5.1 Students’ Score of Creativity
5.2 Students’ Score of Vocabulary Mastery
5.3 Students’ Score of English Achievement
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5.1 Students’ Scores of Creativity
The Students’ Score of Creativity
No Name Score
1 Afrizal Taufiqurrohman 98
2 Annisa Kurnia Fitri 100
3 Ayang Tarisna 104
4 Bagas Imam Utomo 99
5 Chahya Adi Ningrum 103
6 Dhiya Tsanna Ulhaq 102
7 Dzaky Fadli Atha Hilmy 105
8 Fabian Damario Oktaviano 107
9 Faiz Nur Arsalan 97
10 Farid Khalis Billah 100
11 Hanifah Yaffa Eka Putri 111
12 Hasna' Alifa 101
13 Ilham Majid 106
14 Muhammad Iffan Fauzi Husna 99
15 Muhammad Izza Aqueila Wafi 104
16 Muhammad Ma'ruf Firdaus 122
17 Muhammad Thariq Rizal 110
18 Nabila Eki Fajar Ferina 108
19 Nabila Safina 112
20 Nadhifa Najwa 113
21 Nisrina Indah Tiara Putri 108
22 Nugroho Suryo Adi Wibowo 95
23 Oktavia Nabira Pramesthi 92
24 Sajidan Syakuran 96
25 Salsabiila Nuur Husniyyah 93
26 Sandy Perla Aryaduta 107
27 Saskia Kalisa Nafarizky 105
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28 Shaka Fadil Eka Atmaja 97
29 Thalita Alina Raissa 106
30 Ahmad Taufiq 98
31 Arija Maharani Banuwarlan 90
32 Arwina Nurul Hamidah 88
33 Avika Rizky  Hidayah 102
34 Bambio Frigo Tauruleo 106
35 Brilyan Alka Fauzi 111
36 Caveena Citra Annisa Jauhari 118
37 Duffan Indrawan Munir Assegaf 104
38 Fabian Fadel Firmansyah 100
39 Fadhil Muhammad 90
40 Farrel Herron Rasyid Adi Pradana 121
41 Felia Mutiara Ardana 115
42 Hisyam Saiful Fatah 108
43 Ivan Nur Ramandani 96
44 Kalyana Falen Danaswara 107
45 Keyla Arlian Zalfa Dhavia 100
46 Khoirul Diah Ayu Nabila 93
47 Lutfi Probo Utomo 98
48 Mada Kumba Avicenna 117
49 Muhammad Asafa Baruna Airlangga 111
50 Muhammad Naufal Aulia Darojat 100
51 Nabila Zulfa Nur Latifa 115
52 Nasywa Ardelia Zerlina 95
53 Nasywa Lubab Al Amin 97
54 Saiful Adhib 99
55 Sultan Caesar Al-Zaky 116
56 Syahdadito Ashari Jofananda 118
57 Umi Aulia Rahma Hapsari 97
58 Wildan Faris Ashari 105
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5.2 Students’ Scores of Vocabulary Mastery
The Students’ Score of Vocabulary Mastery
No Name Score
1 Afrizal Taufiqurrohman 63
2 Annisa Kurnia Fitri 75
3 Ayang Tarisna 79
4 Bagas Imam Utomo 67
5 Chahya Adi Ningrum 75
6 Dhiya Tsanna Ulhaq 71
7 Dzaky Fadli Atha Hilmy 75
8 Fabian Damario Oktaviano 75
9 Faiz Nur Arsalan 63
10 Farid Khalis Billah 67
11 Hanifah Yaffa Eka Putri 79
12 Hasna' Alifa 71
13 Ilham Majid 73
14 Muhammad Iffan Fauzi Husna 67
15 Muhammad Izza Aqueila Wafi 71
16 Muhammad Ma'ruf Firdaus 92
17 Muhammad Thariq Rizal 79
18 Nabila Eki Fajar Ferina 71
19 Nabila Safina 75
20 Nadhifa Najwa 83
21 Nisrina Indah Tiara Putri 73
22 Nugroho Suryo Adi Wibowo 67
23 Oktavia Nabira Pramesthi 63
24 Sajidan Syakuran 67
25 Salsabiila Nuur Husniyyah 63
26 Sandy Perla Aryaduta 71
27 Saskia Kalisa Nafarizky 71
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28 Shaka Fadil Eka Atmaja 67
29 Thalita Alina Raissa 83
30 Ahmad Taufiq 67
31 Arija Maharani Banuwarlan 58
32 Arwina Nurul Hamidah 63
33 Avika Rizky  Hidayah 67
34 Bambio Frigo Tauruleo 75
35 Brilyan Alka Fauzi 83
36 Caveena Citra Annisa Jauhari 83
37 Duffan Indrawan Munir Assegaf 79
38 Fabian Fadel Firmansyah 75
39 Fadhil Muhammad 63
40 Farrel Herron Rasyid Adi Pradana 75
41 Felia Mutiara Ardana 73
42 Hisyam Saiful Fatah 83
43 Ivan Nur Ramandani 79
44 Kalyana Falen Danaswara 71
45 Keyla Arlian Zalfa Dhavia 67
46 Khoirul Diah Ayu Nabila 63
47 Lutfi Probo Utomo 58
48 Mada Kumba Avicenna 75
49 Muhammad Asafa Baruna Airlangga 71
50 Muhammad Naufal Aulia Darojat 58
51 Nabila Zulfa Nur Latifa 83
52 Nasywa Ardelia Zerlina 63
53 Nasywa Lubab Al Amin 63
54 Saiful Adhib 75
55 Sultan Caesar Al-Zaky 88
56 Syahdadito Ashari Jofananda 79
57 Umi Aulia Rahma Hapsari 71
58 Wildan Faris Ashari 88
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5.3 Students’ Scores of English Achievement
The Students’ Score of English Achievement
No Name Score
1 Afrizal Taufiqurrohman 71
2 Annisa Kurnia Fitri 75
3 Ayang Tarisna 75
4 Bagas Imam Utomo 70
5 Chahya Adi Ningrum 77
6 Dhiya Tsanna Ulhaq 75
7 Dzaky Fadli Atha Hilmy 77
8 Fabian Damario Oktaviano 79
9 Faiz Nur Arsalan 70
10 Farid Khalis Billah 73
11 Hanifah Yaffa Eka Putri 80
12 Hasna' Alifa 73
13 Ilham Majid 73
14 Muhammad Iffan Fauzi Husna 70
15 Muhammad Izza Aqueila Wafi 75
16 Muhammad Ma'ruf Firdaus 90
17 Muhammad Thariq Rizal 83
18 Nabila Eki Fajar Ferina 73
19 Nabila Safina 79
20 Nadhifa Najwa 85
21 Nisrina Indah Tiara Putri 75
22 Nugroho Suryo Adi Wibowo 73
23 Oktavia Nabira Pramesthi 70
24 Sajidan Syakuran 73
25 Salsabiila Nuur Husniyyah 70
26 Sandy Perla Aryaduta 70
27 Saskia Kalisa Nafarizky 75
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28 Shaka Fadil Eka Atmaja 70
29 Thalita Alina Raissa 79
30 Ahmad Taufiq 71
31 Arija Maharani Banuwarlan 70
32 Arwina Nurul Hamidah 75
33 Avika Rizky  Hidayah 73
34 Bambio Frigo Tauruleo 70
35 Brilyan Alka Fauzi 85
36 Caveena Citra Annisa Jauhari 81
37 Duffan Indrawan Munir Assegaf 79
38 Fabian Fadel Firmansyah 77
39 Fadhil Muhammad 71
40 Farrel Herron Rasyid Adi Pradana 70
41 Felia Mutiara Ardana 75
42 Hisyam Saiful Fatah 79
43 Ivan Nur Ramandani 73
44 Kalyana Falen Danaswara 75
45 Keyla Arlian Zalfa Dhavia 73
46 Khoirul Diah Ayu Nabila 71
47 Lutfi Probo Utomo 73
48 Mada Kumba Avicenna 74
49 Muhammad Asafa Baruna Airlangga 70
50 Muhammad Naufal Aulia Darojat 70
51 Nabila Zulfa Nur Latifa 77
52 Nasywa Ardelia Zerlina 73
53 Nasywa Lubab Al Amin 71
54 Saiful Adhib 73
55 Sultan Caesar Al-Zaky 83
56 Syahdadito Ashari Jofananda 76
57 Umi Aulia Rahma Hapsari 70
58 Wildan Faris Ashari 83
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Appendix 6. Pictures
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Picture 1. Students doing Questionnaire Try Out
Picture 2. Students doing Vocabulary Mastery Try Out
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Picture 3. Students of VIII A.R. Fachruddin doing Questionnaire and
Vocabulary Mastery Test
Picture 4. Students of VIII Buya Hamka doing Questionnaire and Vocabulary
Mastery Test
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